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ABSTRACT
We present results from a study of the photometric redshift performance of the Dark

Energy Survey (DES), using the early data from a Science Verification (SV) period of

observations in late 2012 and early 2013 that provided science-quality images for almost

200 sq. deg. at the nominal depth of the survey. We assess the photometric redshift per-

formance using about 15000 galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts available from other

surveys. These galaxies are used, in di↵erent configurations, as a calibration sample, and

photo-z’s are obtained and studied using most of the existing photo-z codes. A weight-

ing method in a multi-dimensional color-magnitude space is applied to the spectroscopic

sample in order to evaluate the photo-z performance with sets that mimic the full DES

photometric sample, which is on average significantly deeper than the calibration sample

due to the limited depth of spectroscopic surveys. Empirical photo-z methods using, for

instance, Artificial Neural Networks or Random Forests, yield the best performance in the

tests, achieving core photo-z resolutions �68 ⇠ 0.08. Moreover, the results from most of

the codes, including template fitting methods, comfortably meet the DES requirements

on photo-z performance, therefore, providing an excellent precedent for future DES data

sets.

Key words: surveys – galaxies: distance and redshift statistics – galaxies: statistics –

large-scale structure of Universe.

? Direct your inquiries to csanchez@ifae.es. Author a�liations are
listed at the end of this paper.

1 INTRODUCTION

Large galaxy surveys provide detailed information on the large-
scale structure of the Universe, which, in turn, helps under-
stand its geometry, composition, evolution and fate. On one
hand, spectroscopic surveys like 2dF (Colless et al. 2001),
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2 C. Sánchez et al.

VVDS (Le Fèvre et al. 2005), WiggleZ (Drinkwater et al. 2010)
or BOSS (Dawson et al. 2013) provide a three-dimensional pic-
ture of the galaxy distribution, but they are costly in time and
resources, and may su↵er from limited depth, incompleteness
and selection e↵ects. On the other hand, photometric surveys
such as SDSS (York et al. 2000), PanSTARRS (Kaiser, Tonry
& Luppino 2000), KiDS (de Jong et al. 2013), HSC1 or LSST
(Tyson et al. 2003) are more e�cient and usually deeper, more
complete and nearly unbiased, but do not provide a complete
3D view of the Universe, due to their limited resolution in the
galaxy positions along the line of sight, which are computed by
measuring the photometric redshift (photo-z) of each galaxy
from the fluxes measured through a set of broadband filters.
Even with their limited resolution along the line of sight, pho-
tometric surveys, because of their larger volume, are extremely
useful for cosmology and, furthermore, uniquely provide some
of the most stringent probes of dark energy, such as weak lens-
ing.

There are two main approaches for measuring photomet-
ric redshifts: template fitting methods (e.g. Hyperz, Bolzonella,
Miralles & Pell (2000); BPZ, Benitez (2000); Coe et al. (2006);
LePhare, Arnouts et al. (2002); Ilbert et al. (2006); EAZY,
Brammer, van Dokkum & Coppi (2008)), in which the mea-
sured broadband galaxy spectral energy distribution (SED)
obtained from the fluxes is compared to a set of redshifted
galaxy templates until a best match is found, thereby deter-
mining both the galaxy spectral type and its redshift; and
training methods (e.g. ANNz, Collister & Lahav (2004); ArborZ,
Gerdes et al. (2010); TPZ, Carrasco Kind & Brunner (2013)),
in which a set of galaxies with known spectroscopic redshifts is
used to train a machine-learning algorithm (an artifitial neural
network, for example), which is then applied over the galaxy
set of interest. Each technique has its own advantages and dis-
advantages, as we will discuss in this paper, and a combination
of them can fully exploit this fact (Carrasco Kind & Brunner
2014).

In order for photo-z’s to be useful for cosmological stud-
ies, it is necessary to calibrate them, by understanding the
statistical properties of the distribution of the di↵erences be-
tween the true galaxy redshifts and their photo-z estimates:
its mean value (for the bias), its width (for the resolution),
and its tails (for the fraction of outliers, with grossly mises-
timated photo-z’s). To accomplish this, a sample of galaxies
with spectroscopic redshifts is required, ideally with a galaxy
population that reproduces the population in the photometric
survey.

The Dark Energy Survey (DES, Flaugher (2005)) is one
such photometric redshift survey, and will cover about one
eighth of the sky (5000 sq. deg.) to an unprecedented depth
(i

AB

< 24), imaging about 300 million galaxies in 5 broadband
filters (grizY ) up to redshift z = 1.4. The DES camera (DE-
Cam, Flaugher et al. (2012); Diehl et al. (2012)) was installed
and commissioned in the second semester of 2012, and a Sci-
ence Verification (SV) period of observations followed, lasting
from November 2012 to February 2013. The survey o�cially
started in late August 2013.

The SV observations provided science-quality data for al-
most 200 sq. deg. at close to the nominal depth of the survey.
The SV footprint was chosen to contain areas already cov-
ered by several deep spectroscopic galaxy surveys, including
VVDS (Le Fèvre et al. (2005)), ACES (Cooper et al. (2012)),

1 http://www.naoj.org/Projects/HSC/index.html

and zCOSMOS (Lilly et al. (2007)), which together provide a
suitable calibration sample for the DES photometric redshifts.
This paper presents a study of the photo-z precision achieved
by DES during the SV period, by taking advantage of the avail-
able spectroscopic data in its footprint, and by using a large
number of photo-z algorithms of di↵erent nature.

It has been pointed out (Cunha et al. 2012a) that cosmic
variance in the spectroscopic samples used for photo-z cali-
bration may bias the results of an analysis such as the one
we present here, which uses spectra in four relatively small
(1 sq. deg. each) patches of sky. A robust photo-z calibra-
tion requires galaxy spectra distributed all over the photo-
metric survey’s footprint, calling for as many as O(50–100)
patches (Cunha et al. 2012a) . While the plan for the ultimate
photo-z calibration of the whole DES data will need such a
spectroscopic calibration sample, and steps are being taken to-
wards the acquisition of the relevant data, the currently avail-
able spectroscopic data set is good enough for a first analysis
of the photo-z precision that can be achieved with the early
DES data. Analogously, the ultimate DES photo-z calibration
will have to worry about the e↵ects of the possible incomplete-
ness of the spectroscopic calibration samples, e↵ects that we
can safely ignore here, given the scope of this first study.

Many studies have been performed in the past comparing
in detail several photo-z codes over the same, real or simulated,
data set (Hogg et al. 1998; Abdalla et al. 2011; Hildebrandt,
Wolf & Beńıtez 2008; Hildebrandt et al. 2010; Dahlen et al.
2013). Particularly comprehensive is the work by Hildebrandt
et al. (2010), which compares the performance of 19 photo-z
codes both over simulated and real (including HST) observa-
tions taken in 18 optical and near-infrared bands. Similarly,
Dahlen et al. (2013) compares 11 codes over real data in 14
bands, including also some HST data. On the other hand, Ab-
dalla et al. (2011), analyzed the performance of six photo-z
algorithms on the MegaZ Luminous Red Galaxy sample ex-
tracted from the SDSS Data Release 7 five-band photome-
try, with a magnitude limit around i

AB

= 20. This paper dif-
fers from these previous studies in that, on the one hand, it
uses solely DECam five-band photometry (grizY ), and on the
other, it studies all kinds of galaxies up to the DES nomi-
nal limiting magnitude i

AB

= 24. Furthermore, in the present
study, rather than trying to carry out a thorough comparison
of all the photo-z codes available in the literature, we con-
centrate on assessing the performance of the early DES data
with respect to the photometric redshift determination, and,
in order to do so, we try the codes in which members of the
DES collaboration have a certain degree of expertise, with-
out attempting to be complete or even necessarily fair in the
comparison. Beyond providing a snapshot of the quality of the
DES-SV data regarding photo-z estimation and accuracy, a
secondary goal of this work is to tune these photo-z codes to
the particular characteristics of the DES data: filter set, depth,
etc, in preparation for the upcoming larger data sets.

Since even the deep spectroscopic samples mentioned
above fail to reproduce exactly the depth and colors of
the DES-SV photometric galaxy sample, a multi-dimensional
weighting technique (Lima et al. (2008); Cunha et al. (2009))
was used in order to bring the spectroscopic and photometric
samples into better agreement. Matching the galaxies in the
spectroscopic samples with those in the DES-SV photometric
sample and comparing their spectroscopic redshifts with the
DES photo-z’s, we will show that, even at this early stage, the
DES-SV data fulfill the set of photo-z requirements on bias,
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Photometric redshift analysis in the Dark Energy Survey Science Verification data 3

resolution and outlier fraction that were defined prior to the
start of the survey.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
the DES-SV photometric galaxy sample, whereas the spec-
troscopic galaxy samples are presented in Section 3, together
with the weighting technique that has been used to match their
depth and colors to those of the DES-SV sample. Section 4 de-
scribes briefly the conditions in which the 13 di↵erent photo-z
codes studied were run, and contains the bulk of the results of
the paper, including the comparison between the results ob-
tained with the di↵erent photo-z codes, the dependence of the
results on both the depth of the DES-SV data and the spe-
cific spectroscopic calibration samples used, and an in-depth
presentation of the results obtained with four representative
photo-z codes, in particular with respect to the set of require-
ments of the DES survey, which we set up at the beginning of
Section 4. A discussion of the main results in the paper can be
found in Section 5. Finally, we present our conclusions in Sec-
tion 6, while we confine to an appendix the detailed description
of the metrics used to characterize the photo-z distributions.

2 DES-SV PHOTOMETRIC SAMPLE

DECam imaging on fields overlapping those from deep spec-
troscopic redshift surveys were obtained for the following four
DES fields: SN-X3, SN-C3, VVDS F14, and COSMOS, whose
positions in the sky are shown in Fig. 1. SN-X3 and SN-C3 are
the two deep fields in the DES supernova survey, and dithered
observations of these fields were obtained routinely during the
DES SV period. The SN-X3 field includes the VVDS-02hr field
of the VVDS Deep survey (Le Fèvre et al. 2005, 2013), while
SN-C3 overlaps with the CDFS (Chandra Deep Field South)
area of the ACES survey (Cooper et al. 2012). The VVDS F14
field was centered on the VVDS-Wide redshift survey 14hr field
(Garilli et al. 2008), and dithered imaging to DES main survey
depth of this field was likewise obtained during DES SV. Deep
dithered imaging data for the COSMOS field, centered on the
Cosmological Evolution Survey (COSMOS) area (Lilly et al.
2007, 2009) were obtained during February 2013 by a DECam
community program.2 Each one of the four fields covers about
the area of a single DECam pointing, or about 3 deg2. See
Section 3 for a detailed description of the spectroscopic data
matched in each of the fields.

All fields include imaging in the 5 DES filters grizY , and
additionally in the u band, which is part of DECam but not
used by the DES survey. The data have been processed to two
imaging depths: Main, corresponding to approximately DES
main survey exposure times, and Deep, corresponding to about
3 times the exposure of a single visit to a DES supernova
deep field (for SN-X3 and SN-C3) or deeper (for COSMOS).
Di↵erences in S/N between the Main and Deep samples can
be appreciated in Fig 2; details of the data, the exposure times
used and the magnitude depths are given in Table 1. Similar to
DES science requirements convention, the 10� magnitude limit
is defined to be the MAGAUTO value (see definition below in this
section) at which the flux in a 2-arcsec diameter aperture is
measured at 10�. Note that for the SN-X3 and SN-C3 fields, we
selected those SV observations that approximately met DES

2 Proposal 2013A-0351 Made available for DES photo-z calibration
use by arrangement with PI Arjun Dey.
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Figure 2. S/N vs. magnitude for g, r, i and z DES bands, and for
Main (red dots) and Deep (black dots) samples.

main survey sky background and seeing criteria in constructing
the processed data used for this paper.

The data were processed using the same routines used
by DES Data Management (DESDM) in their processing
pipeline (Mohr et al. 2012; Desai et al. 2012), in particular
for image detrending, astrometric calibration (SCAMP, Bertin
(2006)), image remapping and coaddition (SWarp, Bertin
et al. (2002)), point spread function modeling (PSFEx, Bertin
(2011)), and object detection and photometry (SExtractor,
Bertin & Arnouts (1996)). The data were processed by run-
ning these codes in standalone mode at Fermilab, rather than
by running them within the DESDM processing framework at
NCSA. Running standalone was needed as the DESDM frame-
work was not yet fully setup at the time (Spring 2013) to pro-
cess and calibrate the data for these isolated fields all the way
through to image coaddition.

Though we basically used the DESDM codes, there were
some detailed di↵erences in processing and photometric cali-
bration that we highlight here. For image detrending we did
not include corrections for CCD nonlinearity, pupil ghost, and
illumination that are now used by DESDM, as these correc-
tions were not available at the time. Image coaddition was
done using a median coadd rather than by using a weighted
mean as in DESDM. Photometric calibration in the ugriz fil-
ters for the SN-X3, VVDS F14, and COSMOS fields was done
by matching against overlapping bright stars from the SDSS
Data Release 9 database (Ahn et al. 2012). This was done to
calibrate each individual CCD on each separate DECam ex-
posure, before image coaddition. In the Y band for all fields,
and in all filters for the SN-C3 field (which did not overlap
SDSS), we picked a fiducial exposure for each field, adopted
the typical DECam CCD-by-CCD photometric zeropoints as
determined from DES SV data, and then tied the photome-
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Figure 1. Positions in the sky of the four calibration fields. In the zoomed-in inset panels it is possible to observe the spectroscopic matched
galaxies, in red, in front of all the DES galaxies detected in the fields, in black.

try for subsequent exposures/CCDs to the fiducial exposure
by matching overlapping bright objects. In addition, we also
applied a further relative photometric calibration step, by se-
lecting bright r = 18–22 galaxies in each field and o↵setting
the zeropoints in the other 5 filters so that the median galaxy
colors relative to r (i.e., g � r, r � i, etc.) would match those
for fiducial DECam data of the VVDS-Deep 02hr field (part of
SN-X3). We also applied corrections for Milky Way extinction
based on the Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998) dust maps
evaluated at the center of each field.

As for the use of imaging data by photo-z algorithms,
either MAGAUTO or MAGDETMODEL magnitudes (or both) were
employed by the di↵erent photo-z codes. MAGAUTO magnitudes
come from the flux (counts) measured in an elliptical aperture
defined as in Bertin & Arnouts (1996). It provides an estima-
tion of the total magnitude of the object. MAGDETMODEL mag-
nitudes are measured from the shape (a Sersic profile model
(Sérsic 1963)) fit to the object in the SExtractor detection
image (either the r band or the i band for our data), and
the flux is then measured separately in each band using that
same model shape. Also available are MAGMODEL magnitudes,
which fit the shape of the object independently in each of the
bands. However, MAGDETMODEL magnitudes, which result from
one unique best-fit shape for the object, are in general better
suited for color measurement and hence more appropriate to
use for photo-z estimation.

We want to emphasize here that because of the di↵erences
mentioned above between the reductions of SV data used in
this paper and the improved DESDM reductions of SV data
(to be released and described elsewhere), the results of this
paper are meant to reflect the photo-z quality achievable from

early DES data, rather than from final DES data or even from
SV data. We expect that final DESDM reductions of the cali-
bration field data will be better in terms of photometric quality
and consequently of photo-z quality, so the results in this pa-
per will serve as a lower bound on the photo-z quality that
may be achieved by final DES data. Nonetheless, as we will
show later in this paper, the photo-z quality achieved in these
early DES data is good and already su�cient to meet the ba-
sic DES science requirements on photo-z scatter and outlier
fractions.

3 DES-SV SPECTROSCOPIC SAMPLE

In general, to exploit a galaxy photometric survey to its maxi-
mum scientific potential, it is necessary to be able to calibrate
or control the performance of the photo-z estimation by using
data from a spectroscopic survey. To accomplish this, it is nec-
essary to have, for a subset of galaxies, both the spectroscopic
redshifts and the estimated photo-z’s. With this information
in hand, the characterization of the behavior of the photo-
metric redshifts is possible, and it becomes a crucial step for
cosmological probes such as galaxy clustering or weak lensing.
In particular, among other quantities, it is very important to
characterize the true redshift distribution of a set of galaxies
after a selection in photo-z space.

A photometric survey like DES will therefore need to ob-
serve one or several regions of the sky that have been previ-
ously covered by a spectroscopic survey, and then match the
galaxies in the catalog of the spectroscopic survey to galaxies
observed photometrically by DES. In this paper, the matching

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–24
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Table 1. Imaging exposure times and depths for photo-z cal-
ibration fields.

Field Filter Tot. Exp. Time (sec) 10� Depth

SN-X3 Main u 900 22.6
SN-X3 Main g 800 24.1
SN-X3 Main r 1200 24.3
SN-X3 Main i 1080 23.6
SN-X3 Main z 990 22.7
SN-X3 Main Y 500 21.0

SN-C3 Main u 900 22.9
SN-C3 Main g 800 24.3
SN-C3 Main r 1200 24.3
SN-C3 Main i 1080 23.6
SN-C3 Main z 990 22.9
SN-C3 Main Y 500 20.9

VVDS F14 Main u 900 22.5
VVDS F14 Main g 900 24.0
VVDS F14 Main r 900 23.6
VVDS F14 Main i 900 23.1
VVDS F14 Main z 900 22.4
VVDS F14 Main Y 750 21.6

SN-X3 Deep u 900 22.6
SN-X3 Deep g 2000 24.5
SN-X3 Deep r 3600 24.9
SN-X3 Deep i 5400 24.5
SN-X3 Deep z 10890 24.0
SN-X3 Deep Y 1000 21.0

SN-C3 Deep u 900 22.8
SN-C3 Deep g 1800 24.6
SN-C3 Deep r 3600 24.9
SN-C3 Deep i 5400 24.5
SN-C3 Deep z 10890 24.3
SN-C3 Deep Y 500 20.8

COSMOS Deep u 33600 25.2
COSMOS Deep g 4500 24.8
COSMOS Deep r 4800 24.9
COSMOS Deep i 12000 24.8
COSMOS Deep z 7000 23.5
COSMOS Deep Y 2400 21.6

between DES and spectroscopic galaxies is performed by using
the positions of the galaxies in the sky plane, with a matching
radius of 1 arcsec.

Four regions of the sky included in the DES-SV footprint
have been used for photo-z calibration in this study (Fig. 1):

• SN-X3 field: This area, centered at RA ⇠ 36�, DEC ⇠ -5�,
overlaps with the VIMOS (Le Fèvre et al. (2003)) VLT Deep
Survey (VVDS) 02hr field. DES photometry has been matched
in this field with spectroscopic redshift data from VVDS Deep
(Le Fèvre et al. (2005, 2013)).

• VVDS F14 field: This area, centered at RA ⇠ 209�, DEC ⇠
5�, overlaps with the VIMOS VLT Deep Survey (VVDS) 14hr
field. DES photometry has been matched in this field with
spectroscopic redshift data from VVDS Wide (Garilli et al.
(2008)).

• SN-C3 field: This area, centered at RA ⇠ 52�, DEC ⇠ -28�,
overlaps with the Chandra Deep Field South. DES photometry
has been matched in this field with spectroscopic redshift data
from both VVDS Deep and ACES (Cooper et al. (2012)).

• COSMOS field: This area, centered at RA ⇠ 150�, DEC ⇠
-1.4�, overlaps with the Cosmic Evolution Survey field. DES

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
zspec

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

C
ou

nt
s

Deep
Main

Figure 3. Redshift distributions for the spectroscopic matched
galaxies in the Main and Deep calibration samples.

photometry has been matched in this field with spectroscopic
redshift data from both VVDS Wide and zCOSMOS (Lilly
et al. (2007, 2009)).

We have also used data from brighter, shallower spectro-
scopic surveys available in these four regions: OzDES (Kuehn
et al. (2014), Yuan et al., in preparation); SDSS-I/II (Strauss
et al. 2002; Eisenstein et al. 2001); SDSS-III BOSS Data Re-
lease 9 (Ahn et al. 2012) and 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey
(Colless et al. 2001). Galaxies matched to these surveys help
to increase the statistics on the brighter tail of the distribution
for galaxies used for this study.

Next we build a set of training and testing samples, using
DES photometry from the Main and Deep samples and spec-
troscopy from di↵erent surveys. Note that only high-confidence
spectroscopic redshifts, i.e., having redshift flags between 3 and
5, corresponding to secure and very secure (> 95% accuracy)
redshift determinations, have been selected to construct these
samples. Spectroscopic failures can bias cosmological results,
as studied in Cunha et al. (2012b), where they showed how
for a final DES analysis such failures need to be reduced to
the percent level. While a complete study concerning spectro-
scopic failures will have to take place for the analysis of the
final DES data set, here we rely on the high-confidence red-
shift flags for the photo-z calibration of the early DES data.
Below we describe how the data is distributed on each of the
four calibration samples (training and testing for both Main
and Deep catalogs):

• Main training sample: 5859 galaxies, photometry from Main
catalogs, spectroscopic redshifts from the following data sets:
- One randomly selected half of VVDS Deep, SDSS/BOSS in
the SN-X3 field, ACES, 2dFGRS, OzDES in the SN-C3 field,
and VVDS Wide, SDSS/BOSS in the VVDS F14 field.

• Main testing sample: 6381 galaxies, photometry from Main
catalogs, spectroscopic redshifts from the following data sets:
- The other half left out from the samples in the Main training
set.

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–24



6 C. Sánchez et al.

- All VVDS Deep in the SN-C3 field.
• Deep training sample: 7249 galaxies, photometry from Deep
catalogs, spectroscopic redshifts from the following data sets:
- One randomly selected half of VVDS Deep, SDSS/BOSS in
the SN-X3 field, ACES, 2dFGRS, OzDES in the SN-C3 field
and zCOSMOS, SDSS/BOSS, 2dFGRS in the COSMOS field.

• Deep testing sample: 8358 galaxies, photometry from Deep
catalogs, spectroscopic redshifts from the following data sets:
- The other half left out from the samples in the Deep training
sample.
- All VVDS Deep in the SN-C3 field.
- All VVDS Wide in the VVDS F14 field.

The spectroscopic redshift distributions of the Main and
Deep calibration samples defined above, spanning all the red-
shift range of interest for DES (0 < z < 1.4), are shown in Fig.
3.

3.1 The weighting procedure

In order to assess the photo-z performance of the DES-SV data
we would ideally need a calibration sample being representa-
tive of the DES-SV full sample, i.e. having exactly the same
photometric properties (magnitude and colour distributions).
However, spectroscopic galaxy samples are shallower, and suf-
fer from selection e↵ects. A weighting procedure, which assigns
a weight to each of the galaxies in the calibration sample so
that the distributions of their photometric observables repro-
duce the distributions of the same observables in the full sam-
ple, can be used provided there is enough overlap between the
photometric spaces of the calibration and full samples (Lima
et al. 2008; Cunha et al. 2009).

Di↵erent algorithms can be used to compute the weights,
but basically all compare local densities in the photometric
spaces of the two samples (calibration and full) and assign a
weight to each photometric region of the calibration sample
equal to the ratio between the densities of galaxies in the full
sample and the calibration sample in a given region. In this
study we use a nearest neighbour algorithm to compute the
weights that we use extensively throughout the paper. A de-
tailed description of the method can be found in Lima et al.
(2008).

We apply the weighting technique within a region in the
multidimensional space defined by 18 < i

AB

< 24; 0 < g� r <

2; 0 < r�i < 2. In Fig. 4 one can check how the weighting pro-
cedure is e�ciently applied for the sample used in this study.
The figure shows, for two DES bands, and the Main and Deep
samples, the magnitude distributions for the full sample, the
calibration sample and the weighted calibration sample, whose
distributions agree very well with those of the full sample.

4 PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFTS IN THE DES-SV
CALIBRATION SAMPLES

In this section we include all the photo-z analyses using the
calibration data defined in Sec. 3. The analysis is carried out
employing an extensive set of statistics, which are presented
next and defined in detail in Appendix A. To construct most
of the metrics used in this paper, we first define the bias to
be �z = z

phot

� z

spec

and the normalized bias by its reported
error as �z

0 = (z
phot

� z

spec

)/✏

phot

, where ✏

phot

is the error
in the estimation of the photo-z’s. We present the standard
metrics used to compare the accuracy of the di↵erent codes
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Figure 4. g and i magnitude distributions for the full, calibration
and weighted calibration sample. The di↵erence between the full and
the calibration samples is apparent, the latter being significantly
brighter. After applying the weighting procedure described in Lima
et al. (2008), the weighted calibration distributions agree very well
with the corresponding DES-SV distributions.

in Table 2, together with the DES science requirements for
photo-z’s, set before the start of the survey.

The photo-z metrics we consider are intended to measure
the quality of the photometric redshifts in terms of their bias,
scatter, and outlier fraction statistics, and also in terms of the
fidelity of the photo-z errors and of the agreement between the
photo-z and true redshift distributions. Detailed definitions of
these metrics are given in Appendix A, while here we briefly
summarize and motivate our choice of metrics:

• Bias: To quantify the overall photo-z bias, we use the
mean bias �z and the median bias �z

50

.
• Scatter: To measure the photo-z scatter, we use both

the standard deviation �

�z

of �z and the 68-percentile width
�

68

of �z about the median (i.e., �z

50

±�

68

covers 68% of the
�z distribution). For a Gaussian distribution of �z, we would
have �

�z

= �

68

. However, in general �z is not distributed
as a Gaussian, so that �

68

measures the width of the core of
the �z distribution, whereas �

�z

is sensitive to the tails. The
DES science requirements specify �

68

< 0.12 for a 90% of the
selectable sample of galaxies.

• Outlier Fractions: To quantify the fraction of objects
with large |�z|, we measure the 2�

�z

and 3�

�z

outlier frac-
tions out

2�

and out
3�

, respectively, both defined relative to the
mean photo-z bias �z. The DES science requirements limit
these outlier fractions to be out

2�

< 0.1 and out
3�

< 0.015.
• Fidelity of Photo-z Errors: To assess the fidelity of the

reported photo-z error ✏

phot

, we normalize �z by ✏

phot

and
calculate the resulting error-normalized mean bias �z

0 and
standard deviation �

�z

0 . Ideally, we would obtain �z

0 = 0
and �

�z

0 = 1, as for a Gaussian distribution of zero mean
and unit variance. Deviations from these values would indicate
inaccuracies in the photo-z errors.
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Table 2. Definition of the metrics used in the text to present the main results. These are computed in the whole redshift range as well as in
bins of width 0.1 in photometric redshift. Detailed definitions can be found in the appendix.

Metric Description Requirement

�z mean of the �z distribution -
�
�z

standard deviation of the �z distribution -
�z

50

median of the �z distribution -
�
68

half width of the interval around �z
50

containing 68% of the galaxies < 0.12
out

2�

fraction of galaxies with: |�z � �z| > 2�
�z

< 0.1
out

3�

fraction of galaxies with: |�z � �z| > 3�
�z

< 0.015
�z0 mean of the �z0 = �z/✏

phot

distribution -
�
�z

0 standard deviation of the �z0 distribution -
N

poisson

di↵erence between N(z)phot and N(z)spec normalized by Poisson fluctuations -
KS Kolmogorov - Smirnov statistic for N(z)phot, N(z)spec -

• Redshift Distributions: Finally, to compare the photo-
metric redshift distribution N(z

phot

) to the true redshift distri-
bution N(z

spec

), we use two metrics. The first is N

poisson

, which
measures the rms di↵erence between N(z

phot

) and N(z
spec

),
normalized by Poisson fluctuations

p
N(z

spec

). The second
is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) metric that tests whether
N(z

phot

) and N(z
spec

) are consistent with being drawn from
the same parent distribution.

Some of the key DES science analyses, such as the galaxy
angular correlation functions for large-scale structure studies,
or cosmic shear tomography measurements for weak lensing
and dark energy constraints, will use DES galaxies divided
into separate photo-z bins. For these photo-z bins, the DES
science requirements also specify stringent limits on the di↵er-
ences in bias, scatter, and outlier fractions between the DES
photometric sample and the spectroscopic calibration sam-
ple. For example, there is a requirement that the mean bias
|�z| < 0.001(1+ z) in bins of 0.1 in redshift. Accurate charac-
terization of the full P (z

spec

|z
phot

) distribution, i.e., the distri-
bution of true redshift in bins of photo-z, will also be needed
for these DES science analyses. However, consideration of these
more stringent DES photo-z science requirements is premature
for the present paper, because of the limited number and sky
distribution of the SV spectroscopic calibration fields. These
fields are subject to sample variance e↵ects, i.e., fluctuations
in galaxy densities and redshift distributions due to clustering
and large-scale structure, and in fact, as detailed in (Cunha
et el. 2012), meeting the requirements will necessitate a much
larger number of widely-distributed spectroscopic calibration
fields (e.g., ⇠100) than are currently available from completed
redshift surveys. We will thus postpone discussion of these is-
sues and tests of these more stringent requirements for future
DES photo-z papers. Nonetheless, we do present in a later
section some example P (z

spec

|z
phot

) distribution for several
selected photo-z codes.

All the results shown in this paper have been weighted
according to the technique presented in Section 3.1, and they
include a cut on the 10% of the galaxies having larger esti-
mated photo-z error, as given from each particular code (this
10% cut on photo-z error is allowed by the DES science re-
quirements). This cut introduces small di↵erences among the
testing samples used by each photo-z code in the comparison.
With these di↵erences we test the ability of each particular
code to select the most problematic objects in the sample. In
addition, clustering measurements can be a↵ected by severe
photo-z quality cuts as presented in Mart́ı et al. (2013), where
they also show a procedure to correct for these e↵ects.

All the errors for the statistics presented in the paper come

from bootstrap resampling using 100 samples, unless otherwise
stated.

4.1 Methods

Before going in detail into the photo-z analysis we present here
a brief description of the di↵erent methods we have used to
estimate photo-z’s, which include most of the relevant photo-z
codes available. We have emphasized in the details at the time
of running these codes; for an exhaustive description of them
see Table 3. For template-based methods, a standardized set
of filter throughput curves has been used. Most of the codes
have been run in standalone mode, while a fair fraction of them
has been run within the DES Science Portal, with compatible
results. Due to the large number of codes used, the paper, other
than showing the DES-SV photo-z capabilities, also serves as
a helpful reference to compare di↵erent photo-z codes using
real data from a deep galaxy survey.

4.1.1 DESDM

The DESDM (default) photo-z’s were computed using the
same artificial neural network method that was applied to the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 6 (DR6) sample, as de-
scribed in detail by Oyaizu et al. (2008b). In brief, we used a
neural network configuration with 10 input nodes, consisting of
the 5 grizY MAGAUTO magnitudes and the 5 grizY MAGDETMODEL
magnitudes, followed by 3 hidden layers with 15 nodes per
layer. The formal minimization to determine the neural net-
work weights was done on the training set data, while choosing
the set of network weights that gave the lowest photo-z scatter
on the testing set, after 300 iterations of the weight minimiza-
tion. Moreover, to reduce sensitivity to initial conditions in the
minimization procedure, we repeated the procedure 10 times,
starting each time at a di↵erent initial position in the space
of weights. The final photo-z for a galaxy was taken to be the
average of the photo-z’s computed from the optimal weights
for each of the 10 network minimizations.

We also computed accompanying photo-z errors using the
empirical nearest neighbor error (NNE) technique, described in
detail by Oyaizu et al. (2008a). The NNE method estimates the
photo-z error for each galaxy empirically, based on the photo-
z’s and true redshifts of the galaxy’s 100 nearest neighbors
in the spectroscopic testing set, where neighbor distance is
defined using a simple flat metric in the space consisting of
the 10 input magnitudes noted above. Specifically, the NNE
photo-z error � is defined so that it corresponds to the width of
68% of the |z

phot

�z

spec

| distribution of the nearest neighbors.
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Table 3. List of methods used to estimate photo-z’s. Code type and main references are given.

Code Type Reference

DESDM, Artificial Neural Network Training-based Oyaizu et al. (2008b)
ANNz, Artificial Neural Network Training-based Collister & Lahav (2004)
TPZ, Prediction Trees and Random Forest Training-based Carrasco Kind & Brunner (2013, 2014)
RVMz, Relevance Vector Machine Training-based Tipping (2001)
NIP-kNNz, Normalized Inner Product Nearest Neighbor Training-based de Vicente et al., in preparation
ANNz2, Machine Learning Methods Training-based Sadeh et al., in preparation
ArborZ, Boosted Decision Trees Training-based Gerdes et al. (2010)
SkyNet, Classification Artificial Neural Network Training-based Bonnett (2013); Gra↵ et al. (2013)
BPZ, Bayesian Photometric Redshifts Template-based Benitez (2000); Coe et al. (2006)
EAZY, Easy and Accurate Redshifts from Yale Template-based Brammer, van Dokkum & Coppi (2008)
LePhare Template-based Arnouts et al. (2002); Ilbert et al. (2006)
ZEBRA, Zurich Extragalactic Bayesian Redshift Analyzer Template-based Feldmann et al. (2006)
Photo-Z Template-based Bender et al. (2001)

4.1.2 ANNz

ANNz (Collister & Lahav (2004)) is a training-based method
that uses a neural network scheme to find a functional relation-
ship between a given set of input parameters (e.g. magnitudes,
colors, etc) and outputs a desired quantity (e.g. redshift). The
results shown in this paper have been obtained by using a neu-
ral network architecture of 2 layers with 10 nodes each, and
using as inputs the set of 5 MAGAUTO and 5 MAGDETMODEL mag-
nitudes. Attempts to use a larger number of nodes as well as
colors as inputs resulted in larger photo-z errors. The uncer-
tainties in the photo-z estimation are computed using standard
propagation of the errors in the input magnitudes to the error
in photo-z, by using the functional relationship between these
input parameters and the output photo-z.

4.1.3 TPZ (Trees for Photo-Z)

TPZ3 (Carrasco Kind & Brunner 2013, 2014) is a machine
learning, parallel algorithm that uses prediction trees and ran-
dom forest techniques to produce both robust photometric red-
shift pdfs and ancillary information for a galaxy sample. A
prediction tree is built by asking a sequence of questions that
recursively split the input data taken from the spectroscopic
sample, frequently into two branches, until a terminal leaf is
created that meets a stopping criterion (e.g., a minimum leaf
size or a variance threshold). The dimension in which the data
are divided is chosen to be the one with highest information
gain among the random subsample of dimensions obtained at
every point. This process produces less correlated trees and al-
lows the exploration of several configurations within the data.
The small region bounding the data in the terminal leaf node
represents a specific subsample of the entire data with similar
properties. Within this leaf, a model is applied that provides a
fairly comprehensible prediction, especially in situations where
many variables may exist that interact in a nonlinear manner
as is often the case with photo-z estimation.

By perturbing the data using their magnitude errors and
by taking bootstrapping samples, many (600 in this applica-
tion) uncorrelated trees can be created whose results are ag-
gregated to construct each individual pdf. For the application
to DES-SV data, we have used both MAGAUTO and MAGDETMODEL
magnitudes in the five DES bands, together with all the cor-
responding colors as well as their associated errors.

3 http://lcdm.astro.illinois.edu/research/TPZ.html

4.1.4 RVMz

RVMz is an empirical photo-z code based on the relevance vec-
tor machine algorithm from Tipping (2001), a Bayesian sparse
kernel method for regression. The relevance vector machine
(RVM) has characteristics similar to the support vector ma-
chine, but includes a Bayesian treatment for the determination
of the model weights. This has the advantage that the pa-
rameters governing model complexity and noise variance are
found in the training run itself, and therefore the RVM does
not require cross validation to optimize these parameters. We
use the RVM implementation in the R-package kernlab from
Karatzoglou et al. (2004). To obtain photo-z estimates, we
used MAGDETMODEL magnitudes (grizY ) and colors (g�r, r� i,
i�z, z�Y ) as input. We reconstruct the pdf by combining the
uncertainties in the datasets and the model. In the training set
we use the k-fold cross validation technique, which consists of
partitioning the data in k groups, then k�1 of these groups are
used to train the model which is then evaluated on the hold-
out group. This process is then repeated for all possible choices
of the hold-out group and the resulting mean squared error for
the redshift prediction is evaluated. At this stage we obtain
the model error as the RMS of the predicted pdf. Details of
the method will be described in Rau et. al. (in prep.).

4.1.5 NIP-kNNz

NIP-kNNz (Juan De Vicente et al. (2014), in preparation) is
a novel technique that computes the photo-z from a Nearest
Neighbour approach based on the Normalized Inner Product
(NIP). While Euclidean magnitude-distance ensures that close
galaxies in magnitude space are assigned the same redshift, it
does not considers as neighbors galaxies with the same color
but separated in overall magnitude. NIP metrics corrects this
by considering two galaxies as neighbors, and hence with close
redshift, when they have similar colors, rather than magni-
tudes. The metric is based on the inner product definition:

NIP = cos ↵ =
M

t

·M
p

M

t

M

p

, (1)

where M
t

and M
p

are the multi-magnitude vectors of train-
ing and photometric galaxies respectively. For this particular
application, the five MAGDETMODEL magnitudes were used and
turned into fluxes. The normalized inner product is related to
the angle that the two multi-magnitude vectors form. Max-
imizing NIP is equivalent to minimize the angle between the
two vectors. Regarding the photo-z error, an empirical formula
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has been derived to account for three di↵erent contributions.
The first term is the floor error related to the finite spectro-
scopic redshift precision, which is all that remains In the best
case scenario, when the magnitude vectors of the photometric
and the spectroscopic galaxies point in the same direcction.
The second contribution comes from the characterization of
the photo-z errors in the spectroscopic sample. NIP-kNN is
run over all galaxies in the spectroscopic sample to obtain
their photo-zs. One half of the di↵erence between the spectro-
scopic z and the photo-z of the spectroscopic galaxy is taken
as its photo-z error. When NIP-kNN is applied to a galaxy in
the photometric sample, it inherits not only the z of the clos-
est spectroscopic galaxy but also its photo-z error. The third
term is the metric distance sin(↵) that accounts for neighbor-
hood, multiplied by a constant determined empirically. Assum-
ing the spectroscopic sample spans the range of redshifts of the
photometric sample, NIP-kNNz achieves, by construction, an
accurate reconstruction of the redshift distribution N(z)

4.1.6 ANNz2

ANNz2 is a new major version of the public photo-z estima-
tion software, ANNz (Collister & Lahav 2004), which will be
made public in early 2014. The new code incorporates several
machine-learning methods, such as artificial neural networks
(ANNs), boosted decision trees (BDTs, Freund & Schapire
(1997)) and k-nearest neighbors (KNNs). The di↵erent algo-
rithms are used in concert in order to optimize the photo-z
reconstruction performance, and to estimate the uncertain-
ties of the photometric solutions. This is done by generating
a wide selection of machine-learning solutions with e.g., di↵er-
ent ANN architectures, initialized by di↵erent random seeds.
The optimization is performed by ranking the di↵erent solu-
tion according to their performance, which is determined by
the respective photo-z scatter of each solution.

The single solution with the best performance is chosen
as the nominal photo-z estimator of ANNz2. In addition, the
entire collection of solutions is used in order to derive a photo-
z probability density function (pdf), constructed in two steps.
First, each solution is folded with an error distribution, which
is derived using the KNN error estimation method of Oyaizu
et al. (2008b). The ensemble of solutions is then combined.
This is done by weighing the di↵erent estimators, in such a
way as to produce a pdf which describes the underlying pho-
tometric errors. The inputs used in this study were the five
MAGAUTO and the five MAGDETMODEL magnitudes.

4.1.7 ArborZ

The ArborZ algorithm (Gerdes et al. 2010; Sypniewski 2014) is
a training-set-based, publicly-available (Sypniewski & Gerdes
2013) photo-z estimator that makes use of boosted decision
trees (BDTs). BDTs were developed to classify objects char-
acterized by a vector of observables x into two categories. De-
cision trees are trained iteratively, with initially misclassified
objects given higher weight, or “boosted”, in the next training
cycle. An individual decision tree is a relatively weak classifier.
But the “forest” of trees generated during the training process,
when their outputs are combined in a way that assigns higher
weight to trees with lower misclassification rates, collectively
constitutes a strong classifier. To adapt a binary classifier to
the problem of determining a continuous quantity like red-
shift, we divide the redshift range of interest into N discrete

bins with a width roughly 25-50% of the expected photo-z res-
olution, and train a separate BDT classifier for each redshift
bin, using a forest size of 50 trees. Each classifier is trained
to identify galaxies with a redshift falling in its particular bin
as “signal,” and to reject galaxies falling more than 3�

z,phot

away from its bin as “background.” The 3�

z,phot

exclusion re-
gion between signal and background objects is introduced in
order to avoid the overtraining that could result from treat-
ing a galaxy with, e.g., a redshift of 0.999 as signal and one
with 1.001 as background. Each BDT classifier in this ensem-
ble, when presented with a new galaxy, produces a probability
that the given galaxy falls within its redshift bin. This collec-
tion of probabilities constitutes the ArborZ pdf. ArborZ also
provides a single best-estimate photo-z (from the median of
the pdf) and its error, �

68

(from its width); however, the full
pdf provides the best characterization of a galaxy’s photo-z.

In the DES-SV sample, we train ArborZ using the MAGAUTO
and MAGDETMODEL magnitudes in grizY , with 50 fixed-width
redshift bins out to z = 1.5. The results are fairly robust with
respect to reasonable variations in the forest size, number of
bins, the choice of fixed- or variable-width bins, and the use of
either or both sets of magnitudes.

4.1.8 SkyNet, Classification Neural Network

This method, first used in Bonnett (2013), consists of using a
neural network to classify galaxies in classes, in this case red-
shift bins. A neural network with a softmax transformed out-
put is able to estimate the probability that an object belongs
to a certain class. Given the fact that a galaxy cannot live in
more than one redshift bin at the same time, a neural network
with a softmax transformation (Pyle 1999) is ideally suited to
return a pdf for each galaxy. Before training the neural net-
work, we bin our data in n redshift bins, the classes. The neural
network is fed the MAGAUTO magnitudes, the MAGDETMODEL mag-
nitudes and the correct classes. The neural network outputs n

values between [0, 1] for each galaxy. These n values sum up
to 1 and hence can be interpreted as the probability that a
galaxy resides in a redshift bin. In this particular run we used
n = 40, resulting in a �z = 0.035 granularity in the probability
density function. The publicly available neural network soft-
ware SkyNet (Gra↵ et al. 2013) was used for this work. The
neural net is trained using 3 hidden layers with respectively
20, 30 and 40 nodes per layer.

4.1.9 BPZ

The BPZ (Bayesian Photometric Redshifts) photo-z code from
Benitez (2000) and Coe et al. (2006) is a template-based
method that returns the whole probability density distribution
p(z|m

i

) that the galaxy is at redshift z when its magnitudes
in each band are m

i

, and also a single photo-z value com-
puted as the maximum of p(z|m

i

). Following Bayes Theorem,
p(z|m

i

) is the product of a likelihood and a prior probability
function that represents our previous knowledge of the redshift
and spectral type t distributions of the sample in the analysis.
In the likelihood, we use the five MAGDETMODEL magnitudes.

• Templates: We use the eight spectral templates that BPZ
carries by default based on Coleman, Wu & Weedman (1980);
Kinney et al. (1996), and add two more interpolated templates
between each pair of them by setting the input parameter
INTERP=2 (option by default).
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• Prior: We explicitly calibrate the prior in each test by fitting
the empirical function ⇧(z, t|m

0

) proposed in Benitez (2000)
to the corresponding DES-SV training sample. With this, we
are able to remove most of the catastrophic outliers which for
template-based methods tend to constitute a sizable fraction
of all galaxies.

• Training: No other training or calibration has been at-
tempted.

4.1.10 EAZY

The EAZY photo-z code (Brammer, van Dokkum & Coppi
2008) is a template-based maximum likelihood method that
has been specifically optimized for use when representa-
tive spectroscopic redshifts are not available for training set
based estimators. In this implementation we use the five
MAGDETMODEL magnitudes.

• Templates: The code uses a novel non-negative matrix fac-
torization algorithm to construct a minimal set of templates
which are linear combinations of templates derived from semi-
analytic models. These model templates are likely to be more
representative of galaxies, particularly at high redshifts, com-
pared to the commonly used Coleman, Wu & Weedman (1980)
or Bruzual A. & Charlot (1993) templates. The code also
makes use of a template error function to account for uncer-
tainties in templates over specific wavelength ranges.

• Priors: No priors are used.
• Training: No calibration of the templates is performed using
spectroscopic training data. Equally, photometric o↵sets can-
not be derived using spectroscopic training sets. In instances
where significant o↵sets need to be applied to the photometric
catalogues, the code is therefore unlikely to perform well rela-
tive to template-based codes where these o↵sets can be directly
estimated from the training data.

4.1.11 LePhare

LePhare (Arnouts et al. (2002); Ilbert et al. (2006)) is a public
template fitting code that uses a �

2 minimization of di↵erences
between observed and theoretical magnitudes to find the best
template (galaxy type) and redshift. The code also provides for
each object upper and lower 1-sigma limits for this estimate,
a maximum likelihood estimate for the redshift, K-corrections
and absolute magnitudes for each band and a probability dis-
tribution function. An adaptive method can be used to improve
theoretical magnitudes, as well as an N(z) prior to minimize
catastrophic errors. The e↵ect of emission lines on the theo-
retical magnitudes can be estimated and taken into account.
Several sets of SEDs and extinction laws are available in the
code to be used. For this study we use the five MAGDETMODEL
magnitudes.

• Templates: A set of 66 SEDs were used in the analysis of the
CFHTLS data by Ilbert et al. (2006) obtained from interpola-
tion of the largely used Coleman, Wu & Weedman (1980) tem-
plates for di↵erent Hubble types and Kinney et al. (1996) for
starburst galaxies. Since template fitting codes are time con-
suming, we searched for a reduced group of templates from this
large set, yielding essentially the same overall statistics as far
as dispersion and outlier fraction are concerned. We performed
several tests using the VVDS-02hr sample with available spec-
troscopic redshifts and found a reduced set of 21 templates
encompassing SEDs for 12 Ellipticals, 6 Spirals, 1 Im and 2

starburst with satisfactory results. Several tests removing the
u-band from VVDS and CFHTLS data indicated that the dis-
crepancies of photo-z from the true (spectroscopic) value in-
crease due to galaxy type–extinction degeneracy. From these
tests we concluded that in order to minimize this problem we
should keep the extinction values E(B-V) less or equal to 0.25
(for types Scd and later) and use only three very late type
SEDs (1 Im and 2 starbursts).

• Prior: Although the N(z) prior available in LePhare refers
to the (B-I) color from the VVDS survey, we verified that
applying the procedure to the g � i DES color we achieved a
significant minimization of the outlier fraction, and therefore
we used this prior.

• Training: The adaptive training method available in LePhare
was used to obtain a re-calibration (zero-points o↵sets) in each
band. This procedure was first applied to the training sets and
the shifts obtained were used when the code was run on the
testing samples.

4.1.12 ZEBRA

The Zurich Extra-galactic Bayesian Redshift Analyser (Feld-
mann et al. (2006)) is a flexible and powerful photometric red-
shift code, based around template fitting. The code produces a
posterior distribution for each galaxy in redshift and template
space, P (z, T ), as well as marginalized distributions for P (z)
and p(T ). For redshift computation, the filters were smoothed
over a scale of 100Å, and the templates smoothed over 30Å.
The tests were conducted with a redshift resolution in linear
steps of �z = 0.01. The five MAGDETMODEL grizY magnitudes
were used in this analysis.

• Templates: 81 templates were used in ZEBRA’s Bayesian
mode. These templates were selected from a super-set of SEDs,
and consist of the most frequent best-fit templates at z = z

spec

for galaxies in the training sample. The super-set of template
SEDs were produced by ZEBRA’s template correction module
from log interpolations between the Coleman, Wu & Weedman
(1980) and Kinney et al. (1996) templates. The module allows
the user to define redshift intervals within which the templates
are modified to better fit the input photometry. For this stage
a photometric sample from the COSMOS field was used. A
fraction of the testing set galaxies have counterparts within
this photometric sample, but the photometry is independent
from the DES-SV data and the specroscopic redshifts were not
used.

• Prior: In Bayesian mode, ZEBRA constructs a self-consistent
iterative prior from the galaxy likelihood functions, L(z, T ).
The approach is similar to that taken by Brodwin et al. (2006),
but operates in 2-dimensional redshift and template space. The
prior constructed from the training sample was used for both
samples.

• Training: Bordoloi, Lilly & Amara (2010) describe a method
of using known (spectroscopic) redshifts to correct the indi-
vidual marginalized redshift probability distributions, P (z).
The method demands that the spectroscopic redshifts sample
their respective P (z) fairly, i.e. the distribution of cumulative
probabilities between zero and z

spec

should be flat. We apply
a simple first pass of their approach in bins of redshift, with
width �z

phot

= 0.1. Galaxies were assigned to these bins based
on their maximum posterior redshift. After correction of the
individual P (z), a new z

phot

was computed as the maximum
of the corrected P (z).
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4.1.13 PhotoZ

PhotoZ (Bender et al. 2001) is a Bayesian template fitting pho-
tometric redshift code. The redshift probability of an object is
obtained by multiplying the probability of a �

2 fit of template
SEDs by prior probabilities for redshift and luminosity. The
total probability of a model then reads:

P (~µ|m) / L(m|~µ) · P (~µ), (2)

where m denotes the photometric data (in magnitudes or
fluxes), and ~µ are the model parameters, i.e., redshift z and
luminosity M . In this analysis we used the five MAGDETMODEL
grizY magnitudes.

• Templates: The template set we use contains templates rang-
ing from starforming (blue) to passively evolving (red) galax-
ies. It includes model SEDs from Bender et al. (2001), which
were created from spectroscopically observed objects from the
Hubble Deep Field North. Another three templates (an S0,
Sac, and an Sbc galaxy) are from Mannucci et al. (2001), and
two empirical SEDs (of an Scd and an Sbc galaxy) are from
Coleman, Wu & Weedman (1980). Our model set additionally
includes 13 SEDs from Ilbert et al. (2006) which are based on
spectra from Coleman, Wu & Weedman (1980) and were opti-
mized to match local star-forming galaxies. This is a combina-
tion of template sets already used in the past for photometric
redshift estimation (e.g., Bender et al. 2001 and Brimioulle
et al. 2013). Furthermore, we incorporate a set of red SEDs in
our model set which were created in order to match the colors
of luminous red galaxies (LRGs) from SDSS-II (Greisel et al.
2013).

• Priors: The redshift and luminosity priors have the form
P (x) / exp ((x � x̂)/�)p), where x̂, �, and p are defined indi-
vidually for each model SED. Setting x̂, �, and p accordingly,
we can, for instance, decrease the probability of observing red
models at higher redshifts (z & 0.9), or of galaxies that are
too bright in absolute magnitude to exist. In addition to that,
we adapt the z and M (absolute magnitude) priors for every
model SED in such a way that photometric redshift outliers
with |z

phot

� z

spec

|/(1 + z) > 0.15 (Ilbert et al. 2006) in the
Main and Deep DES-SV training sets are less likely. Therefore,
we identify their location in the z vs. M space and modify the
priors in such a way that they assign smaller probabilities to
those regions. This is done solely if the outliers of a template
are isolated from good photometric redshift estimates of the
same template in the z vs. M space.

• Training: We iteratively adapt the zero-points for the training
catalogs using the median magnitude o↵sets between the data
and the model predictions while optimizing the photometric
redshift performance.

4.2 Results of the photo-z analyses

After the description of the codes, we turn to the study of
their performance in a number of tests using di↵erent config-
urations of the data samples. While most of these tests focus
on estimating how the photo-z determination will perform for
the standard DES data, others look for improvements by using
deeper photometry or additional bands. We also check the dif-
ferences in the results under variations in the calibration data
and the weights used. Note that the results presented in this
subsection are those considering all the galaxies (with quality
cuts), which are represented by one single statistic, later in the
paper we analyze some of these results in more detail.

4.2.1 Test 1: Main-Main

This test is the most representative of the results shown in this
paper, the default case. We use here the Main training sample
to train and calibrate the photo-z algorithms and the Main
testing sample to validate them, therefore, the test represents
the real situation for most of the data collected in the DES
survey.

In order to display the performance of all codes, and only
for this test in particular, in Fig. 5 we show the z

phot

vs. z

spec

scatter plot for all the codes listed in Table 3. Furthermore, we
compute all the metrics presented in Table 2 and described in
Appendix A. The results, using all the objects in the testing
sample except for the 10% quality cut mentioned above, are
shown in Table 6 and Figs 6-9. The legend is only shown in
Fig. 6, but applies to subsequent figures corresponding to this
test.

Figure 6 shows �

68

, related to the precision of the photo-
metric redshifts (and defined in Appendix A), versus the mean
bias of the photo-z’s. The black dashed line sets the DES sci-
ence requirement on �

68

, and one can check how most of the
codes presented in this work are below this line, thus fullfill-
ing this important requirement on precision. Also, among the
codes satisfying the �

68

requirement, there is a subgroup hav-
ing very low bias as well. In Fig. 6 we show a zoomed-in of this
region of interest, where we can see how training-based codes,
either producing a single photo-z estimate or a probability den-
sity function, P (z), are the ones showing best performance (all
the codes in the zoomed-in region belong to the training-based
category).

Figure 7 shows the 3� vs. 2� outlier fractions for Test
1. The requirement on the 2� outlier fraction (0.1) is beyond
the range of the plot, meaning that all codes fullfill this. How-
ever, the 3� outlier fraction requirement, shown as the black
dashed line, is only met by a few codes. Among these codes,
there are cases from the two types of photo-z codes, training
and template-based. Also, there is more homogeneity in this
plot: many codes agree with others within error bars. Both of
these requirements are set based on the spread of the �z distri-
bution and no with respect to a fixed distance from the mean,
therefore these values quantify how sharp the �z distribution
is with respect to its center.

Figure 8 shows RMS vs. bias for the �z distribution nor-
malized by its error (�z

0) of each of the codes analyzed in
Test 1 (�

�z

0 vs. �z

0 in our notation). A large fraction of the
codes yield very high values of �

�z

0 (expected to be close to
1), meaning that all these codes underestimate their photo-
z errors, however, there is a group of codes with normalized
�z distributions approaching a Gaussian with mean equals to
zero and variance equals to one. Also, we do not see a particu-
lar type of photo-z code being problematic here, both training
and template-based codes populate good and bad regions of
the plot.

One crucial aspect of photo-z studies, which will be dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 4.3, is the estimation and
calibration of the true galaxy redshift distributions. In this
paper we use two metrics to compare the reconstruction of
the true redshift distribution by the di↵erent photo-z algo-
rithms: the N

poisson

and KS statistics, defined in Appendix A.
In both cases, the smaller the value, the closer are the true
redshift distribution and its reconstruction through photo-z’s.
Figure 9 shows these values for all the codes analyzed in Test
1. As expected, the two metrics are strongly correlated. It can
also be seen how having a redshift pdf for each galaxy, instead
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Figure 5. z
phot

vs. z
spec

scatter plot for all the codes analyzed in Test 1 and listed in Table 3.

of a single-estimate photo-z, helps a given code to have a bet-
ter redshift reconstruction. This can be inferred looking at the
cases where both the pdf and the single-estimate are displayed
(TPZ, ANNz2, BPZ): in all these cases the pdf version of the
code obtains better results in terms of these two metrics. As
for the results, TPZ and the nearest-neighbor code, NIP-kNNz,
show the best performance in this regard.

To summarize the results from Test 1, we note that most
of the codes presented in this work fulfill the requirements
for �

68

and 2� outlier fraction, while only a few fulfill the 3�

outlier fraction requirement. Also, training-based codes seem
to yield better photo-z precision on average and better N(z)
reconstruction, but, when evaluating other quantities like out-
lier fraction or the estimation of photo-z errors, there is no
a clear indication as of which class of photo-z approach show
more accurate metrics. As pointed out in Carrasco Kind &
Brunner (2014) these results might vary for di↵erent regions
on the multidimensional photometric space or within the red-
shift range. Usually, training-based algorithms perform better
on areas well populated with training galaxies and poorly on

those less dense regions (as in high redshift bins), fact that we
can observe from Figure 5 where training-based methods tend
to have tighter distributions at the center while some template-
based methods can compute photo-z’s for galaxies at higher
redshift more e�ciently.

4.2.2 Test 2: Deep-Deep

In this test we train or calibrate the algorithms using the Deep
training sample and we apply them on the Deep testing sample
(see results in Table 7). The goal of this test is to check the
di↵erences in photo-z performance when we use higher S/N
data, with the caveat that this sample has also a slightly dif-
ferent redshift range. In order to enable an easier comparison
with Test 1, we include in the plots for this Test 2 the data
from the analogous plots in Test 1, and we do it by including
the points for Test 1 (without error bars, for simplicity) con-
nected by a straight line to the corresponding point for Test 2
(with error bars). Figure 10 shows �

68

versus the mean bias of
the computed photo-z’s for Test 2. This is analogous to Fig.
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Figure 6. �
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vs. bias for all the codes analyzed in Test 1. Black
dashed lines represent the DES science requirements in this and
subsequent figures. Training-based codes have triangles as mark-
ers, template-based have circles, and codes producing a probability
density function (pdf) for the redshift are marked with a square.
This will also be the convention for the next figures. Training-based
codes, either producing a single photo-z estimate or a pdf, are the
only ones present in the region of best performance (zoom-in).
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Figure 7. 3� vs. 2� outlier fraction for all the codes analyzed in
Test 1. The results are more homogeneous than those for �

68

vs.
bias (Fig. 6).
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Figure 8. RMS vs. bias of the normalized �z distribution �z0 =
�z/✏

phot

for all the codes analyzed in Test 1. Most codes underes-
timate ✏

phot

, leading to large values of �
�z0.
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Figure 9. N
poisson

vs. KS statistics for all the codes analyzed in
Test 1. Both metrics show how the true galaxy redshift distribution
is reconstructed through photo-z’s, for each code. The smaller the
value of the metric, the better the reconstruction. A strong correla-
tion between the two metrics is observed, as expected.

6. There we can see that there is general improvement in �

68

:
most of the codes move to lower values in the plot with respect
to Test 1. So we conclude that using higher S/N photometry
observations increases the photometric redshift precision of a
sample. However, in the case of the bias there is no general
trend: some codes improve and some others do not.

Figures 11 and 12 are analogous to Figs. 7 and 8, respec-
tively. In the plot showing the outlier fraction (Fig. 11), Test 2
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vs. bias for all the codes analyzed in Test 2. Results
of Test 1 for each code are shown as a point without error bars
(for simplicity) and connected to the result in this test through a
solid line. This convention will also be used in subsequent plots for
easier comparison against Test 1, which is the default case. All codes
improve in photo-z precision (�

68

) due to the deeper photometry.
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Figure 11. 3� vs. 2� outlier fraction for all the codes analyzed in
Test 2. This test shows a larger scatter in the points with respect to
the results in Test 1: in general, codes doing well for Test 1 improve
in Test 2 while codes doing not so well for Test 1 show a worsening
in Test 2.
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Figure 12. RMS vs. bias of the normalized photo-z distribution for
all the codes analyzed in Test 2. Here the results are, in general,
close to those observed in Test 1.

seems to introduce an additional scattering, i.e. codes that did
better in Test 1 seem to improve more in Test 2 than codes
that did not do so well in Test 1, which now seem to worsen on
average. This fact somehow removes the homogeneity we saw
in Fig 7, where many codes produced results compatible within
errors. Figure 12 shows the RMS and bias for the normalized
�z distribution, which, similarly to Test 1, shows that many
codes underestimate the photo-z errors. The behavior here is
similar to the one regarding outlier fractions: Test 2 introduces
even more di↵erences between codes doing well and codes that
are less accurate.

4.2.3 Test 3: Deep-Main

Test 3 uses the Deep training sample for training or calibration
of the algorithms and uses the Main testing sample to compute
photo-z’s (see results in Table 8 in the Appendix). In contrast
to Test 2, this is a realistic case since a Deep training sample
already exists and is available to use for photo-z calibration of
DES data, with the same depth as the Main testing sample.
Therefore, this test explores the possibility of improving the
photo-z performance of Test 1 by using higher S/N data for
training or calibration.

Figure 13 shows the results on precision and bias for Test
3, and, as before, compares with Test 1. Some template-based
codes are not included in this test so less points are shown
with respect to Fig. 6. In this test, basically all codes fulfill the
�

68

requirement. In addition, some codes show important im-
provement when using this higher S/N data for training, such
as ArborZ. However, there is no general �

68

improvement as
there was for Test 2, and the results are generally comparable
with those from Test 1. Figures 14 and 15 show also a high
degree of compatibility with Test 1, contrarily to what we saw
in Test 2, where larger di↵erences were appreciated.
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Figure 13. �
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vs. bias for all the codes analyzed in Test 3. Results
are overall compatible with Test 1 although some particular codes,
such as ArborZ, show a significant improvement by using deeper
data for training.
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Figure 14. 3� vs. 2� outlier fraction for all the codes analyzed in
Test 3. There is a general agreement with the results from Test 1.
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Figure 15. RMS vs. bias of the normalized photo-z distribution for
all the codes analyzed in Test 3. Again, results generally agree with
Test 1.

4.2.4 Importance of the u band

In this part of the paper we want to adress the e↵ect of adding
u band photometry to the photo-z performance. It is important
to stress that a u band is available in DECam, although it is
not planned to be used in the DES survey.

We show the e↵ect of incorporating the u band to Test
1. On one hand, in Fig. 16 we can appreciate this e↵ect in
the overall photo-z precision for the whole redshift range, and
we clearly see an improvement on �

68

with respect to Test
1 (shown again as the points without error bars connected
through a solid line) for most of the codes present in the plot.

On the other hand, since u is an ultraviolet band one
expects it to be more relevant for low-redshift galaxies. There-
fore, in Fig. 17 we show the e↵ect of adding the u band to Test
1 in �

68

as a function of photometric redshift for 4 selected
photo-z codes (the same ones we select for further analysis in
4.3). There we can clearly observe a signficant improvement in
�

68

at low redshift (z
phot

< 0.5), while the precision at higher
redshift is compatible within error bars in the two cases. Fur-
thermore, in order to visually appreciate the improvement at
low redshift, in Fig. 18 we show the z

phot

vs. z

spec

scatter plot
after adding the u band to Test 1 for the 4 same codes shown
before, to be compared directly with Fig. 5.

4.2.5 Test 4: Importance of di↵erent spectrosopic sets

In all previous tests we have considered a single training sam-
ple (in two versions: Main and Deep) constructed with joint
data from di↵erent spectroscopic surveys with di↵erent prop-
erties, as described in Section 3. Now we want to study the
importance of the di↵erent major spectroscopic data sets used
in the photo-z performance using di↵erent photo-z codes, both
training and template-based. In particular, this test, that we
call Test 4, consists on selecting from each of the 4 calibration
fields depicted in Fig. 1 the major spectroscopic set used in
the field, then training or calibrating the algorithms using only
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Figure 16. �
68

vs. bias for all the codes analyzed in Test 1 after
the addition of the u band. We see how the incorporation of this
band significantly improves the photo-z precision.

this subset of spectroscopic objects in the training sample, and
then apply the algorithms on the full testing sample, includ-
ing all the spectroscopy available. In this way, we have selected
spectroscopy from VVDS Deep in the SN-X3 field, from ACES
in the SN-C3 field, from VVDS Wide in the VVDS F14 field
and from zCOSMOS in the COSMOS field. For simplicity, we
have considered only the Main training and testing samples
(i.e. main survey depth photometry), so the results should be
compared with Test 1.

Table 4 shows the photo-z precision (�
68

) for the di↵erent
cases in Test 4 and for Test 1, for comparison. As a first con-
clusion from this table, we observe how template-based codes,
such as LePhare, BPZ or PhotoZ, are not very dependent on
the spectroscopic data used for calibration and they show very
consistent results for Test 1 and the four cases in Test 4. This
is expected since these codes get the photometric information
of the galaxies from a given set of predefined templates, ei-
ther empirical or theoretical, and only use the galaxies in the
training sample for calibration of the priors (see 4.1 for more
information about calibration of the priors for each particular
template-based code). On the contrary, and as a second con-
clusion, we observe in the table how training-based codes are
dependent on the data used for their training. For this class of
codes (e.g. DESDM, ANNz, TPZ, ...) we can observe how the
Test 1 result is generally better than any of the Test 4 results,
given that, in this case, all the photometric information of the
galaxies comes from the training set and thus having a more
complete set helps in the photo-z performance.

Additionally, there are substantial di↵erences in the
photo-z performance depending on the spectroscopic data used
for training. In order to understand this, we show in Fig. 19 the
i magnitude distribution for each of the four training sets used
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Figure 17. �
68

as a function of photometric redshift for 4 selected
codes and for Test 1 + u band. As expected, the improvement in
photo-z precision due to the u band addition is more important at
low redshift (< 0.5).
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scatter plot for 4 selected codes for Test
1 + u band. When comparing with the corresponding plots in Fig.
5, a clear improvement at low redshift can be appreciated.
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Table 4. �
68

for the four cases in Test 4, corresponding to training on each of the four major spectroscopic samples and testing on the full
Main testing sample. The results for Test 1 are also shown, for comparison.

Codes, �
68

Test 1 Test 4 VVDS Deep Test 4 VVDS Wide Test 4 ACES Test 4 zCOSMOS

DESDM 0.094 ± 0.002 0.106 ± 0.002 0.139 ± 0.005 0.103 ± 0.003 0.148 ± 0.008
ANNz 0.086 ± 0.002 0.101 ± 0.003 0.138 ± 0.004 0.091 ± 0.003 0.104 ± 0.003
TPZ 0.078 ± 0.002 0.090 ± 0.002 0.110 ± 0.005 0.093 ± 0.003 0.097 ± 0.003
NIP-kNNz 0.120 ± 0.004 0.146 ± 0.006 0.156 ± 0.007 0.127 ± 0.005 0.148 ± 0.007
ANNz2 0.089 ± 0.003 0.099 ± 0.003 0.143 ± 0.008 0.104 ± 0.004 0.137 ± 0.006
BPZ 0.097 ± 0.003 0.096 ± 0.002 0.095 ± 0.002 0.095 ± 0.003 0.095 ± 0.002
LePhare 0.111 ± 0.003 0.110 ± 0.003 0.110 ± 0.003 0.111 ± 0.003 0.112 ± 0.003
PhotoZ 0.097 ± 0.003 0.101 ± 0.003 0.096 ± 0.002 0.096 ± 0.003 0.097 ± 0.003
TPZ P(z) 0.078 ± 0.002 0.091 ± 0.001 0.108 ± 0.004 0.093 ± 0.003 0.094 ± 0.002
BPZ P(z) 0.101 ± 0.002 0.096 ± 0.002 0.097 ± 0.002 0.097 ± 0.002 0.100 ± 0.002
ANNz2 P(z) 0.085 ± 0.002 0.103 ± 0.003 0.217 ± 0.009 0.103 ± 0.005 0.140 ± 0.009
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Figure 19. i band magnitude distributions for the four training
samples used in Test 4, each corresponding only to one of the four
major spectroscopic samples used, one from each of the calibration
fields.

in this test. On one hand, the VVDS Deep and the ACES cases
of Test 4 give the most similar results to Test 1 since VVDS
Deep and ACES are the deepest spectroscopic samples, and
the only ones reaching i

AB

= 24 as can be appreciated in Fig.
19. On the other hand, Test 4 VVDS Wide gives the poorest
results compared to Test 1 due to the fact that the VVDS
Wide spectroscopic data is much shallower (i

AB

< 22.5) than
DES, hence the training sample is not complete. Finally, us-
ing zCOSMOS data as a training sample seems to work better
than VVDS Wide but not as well as VVDS Deep and ACES
spectroscopy.

4.2.6 Stability after removing the highest-weight galaxies

In every application of a weighting method there exists the
danger of the analysis being dependent on a few, highly
weighted objects in the sample. Here we demonstrate that the
conclusions of this analysis do not change after removing the

Table 5. �
68

results after removing the 5% of the galaxies with
highest weights in Test 1. Also showing the default Test 1 for com-
parison.

Codes Test 1 Test 1 cut

DESDM 0.094 ± 0.002 0.088 ± 0.002
ANNz 0.086 ± 0.002 0.085 ± 0.002
TPZ 0.078 ± 0.002 0.073 ± 0.002
RVMz 0.116 ± 0.004 0.103 ± 0.004
NIP-kNNz 0.120 ± 0.004 0.110 ± 0.004
ANNz2 0.089 ± 0.003 0.084 ± 0.003
BPZ 0.097 ± 0.003 0.095 ± 0.002
EAZY 0.109 ± 0.003 0.123 ± 0.002
LePhare 0.111 ± 0.003 0.109 ± 0.003
PhotoZ 0.097 ± 0.003 0.089 ± 0.003
TPZ P(z) 0.078 ± 0.002 0.073 ± 0.002
ArborZ P(z) 0.128 ± 0.003 0.117 ± 0.003
ANNz2 P(z) 0.085 ± 0.002 0.082 ± 0.002
SkyNet P(z) 0.077 ± 0.002 0.067 ± 0.002
BPZ P(z) 0.101 ± 0.002 0.097 ± 0.002
ZEBRA P(z) 0.109 ± 0.004 0.100 ± 0.004

highest-weight galaxies. We test it only on the photo-z preci-
sion of Test 1, for simplicity.

In Table 5 we show the �

68

results for Test 1 together
with the same test after removing the 5% of the galaxies with
the highest weights in the Main testing sample. Comparing
the two results for each of the photo-z codes we clearly see an
improvement in photo-z precision when the 5% cut is applied,
but this is expected since removing the highest-weight galaxies
also means removing the faintest galaxies in the catalog, which
are the most di�cult galaxies to get photo-z’s of. However, this
predicted improvement is both small and uniform among all
codes so that the main conclusions reached in the paper remain
valid.

4.3 Results for DESDM, TPZ, SkyNet and BPZ
photo-z codes

So far we have compared a large number of photo-z codes
in a variety of situations and configurations. Next we look in
greater detail at four photo-z codes: DESDM, TPZ, SkyNet
and BPZ. The DESDM photo-z code, a regression artificial
neural network, is integrated within the DES Data Manage-
ment service, so its results will be made available together
with all the DES data products, making it a clear choice to
be studied in detail here. TPZ and SkyNet are state-of-the-art
training-based methods using, respectively, random forests and
artificial neural networks to compute photo-z’s , and yielding
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Figure 20. Results of Test 1 for the 4 selected photo-z codes. From
top to bottom, the photo-z bias, �
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and the 2� and 3� outlier
fractions, in bins of z

phot

. DES requirements, displayed as a black
dashed line, are shown for the latter 3 metrics.

the best performance among all the codes utilized in this anal-
ysis. Finally, BPZ is the template-based photo-z code showing
best performance in the tests previously shown, and it has
been widely used by other galaxy surveys such as CFHTLenS
(Heymans et al. 2012; Hildebrandt et al. 2012). All these four
codes are public.

In 4.2.1 we have studied the default configuration for this
analysis, showing the most relevant quantities for all the codes
and testing them against the DES requirements. However, we
have not looked at the redshift dependence of these quantities,
mainly due to di�culties showing that much information for
a large number of codes. Figure 20 shows the photo-z bias,
precision and outlier fractions as a function of photometric
redshift for the four selected codes. We can see how the four
codes behave similarly for all the metrics displayed there. The
�

68

requirement is fulfilled by the codes in most of the redshift
range, except at high redshift where error bars are large due
to the small number of objects. As we previously observed,
the 3� outliers fraction is the most di�cult requirement to
meet, although the results are close to this limit within error
bars, while the 2� outliers fraction required is met in the whole
redshift range for all the codes. As mentioned at the begining of
section 4, the requirement on the mean bias in photo-z bins of
width 0.1, |�z| < 0.001(1+z), is not currently being analyzed,
since it necessitates a larger spectroscopic sample in order to
be able to calibrate the mean bias away. However, the top plot
in Fig. 20 shows that for the training-based codes the mean
bias in each photo-z bin is compatible with zero within errors,
although the current errors are too large to assess whether
the requirement is met. In some cases the overall photo-z bias
is already at the 0.001 level, as can be seen in Tables 6–8,
although again the errors are large.

A very important issue, which is actually the most impor-
tant result needed from photo-z studies in order to perform

many cosmological analyses, is the estimation of true redshift
distributions N(z). In Fig. 21 we observe how the full red-
shift distribution reconstructed from the four photo-z codes
compares to the spectroscopic distribution. The DESDM code
produces one single value for the photo-z of each galaxy in the
testing sample while the other three are P (z) codes, so that
they return a probability density function (pdf) for each galaxy
to be at a given redshift. This is the reason why the N(z) re-
construction looks smoother for TPZ, SkyNet and BPZ, since
these are computed from stacking all individual photo-z pdfs.
Quantitatively, one can measure how good an N(z) reconstruc-
tion is by looking at the N

poisson

and KS metrics in Table 6:
the lower these values are, the better is the agreement between
the true N(z) and the photo-z-reconstructed one. As for the
advantage of using P (z) codes, one can observe in Table 6 how
the N

poisson

values for TPZ and BPZ are significantly smaller
in their P (z) versions than in their single-estimate photo-z
versions.

On the other hand, although this full redshit distribution
is interesting for photo-z analyses, most of the cosmological
studies split the galaxy sample into multiple photo-z bins,
therefore there is a need to know the true redshift distribu-
tion inside each of those photo-z bins. Figure 22 shows the
redshift distributions, both spectroscopic and photometric, for
six photo-z bins of width 0.2 from z = 0.1 to z = 1.3, and for
the four photo-z codes selected. The limited number of spec-
troscopic galaxies available makes the distributions shown in
the figure somewhat noisy, especially in the last photo-z bin,
where a very small number of galaxies is available. The third
and fourth bins in photo-z are the ones presenting the narrow-
est spectroscopic redshift distributions, which agrees with the
fact that the photo-z precision is the highest in this redshift
range as can be appreciated in Fig. 20.

In Fig. 22, we observe how single-estimate photo-z codes
produce a top-hat photo-z distribution for each (photo-z se-
lected) redshift bin. In this case, depicted in the left column
of Fig. 22, the photometric and spectroscopic redshift distri-
butions of each bin are very di↵erent and therefore a spec-
troscopic sample is needed to calibrate the broadening of the
redshift bin due to photo-z errors. On the other hand, when
using P (z) codes to bin a sample in photometric redshift, one
selects a galaxy to be inside a given redshift bin by looking
at the position of the median of the pdf (other choices are
also possible, e.g. the mode), checking whether it is within the
boundaries of the the bin and summing the full pdf of the
galaxies inside, including probabilities beyond the bin limits.
That makes the photo-z distribution broader than the bin lim-
its and closer to the spectroscopic redshift distribution of the
bin, as can be seen in the three rightmost columns in Fig. 22.
We can see on those panels how the tails of the spectroscopic
distributions are well represented by the photo-z distributions.
This is an important point in favor of P (z) codes since their
ability to reproduce the spectroscopic redshift distribution of
a photo-z selected bin by stacking their redshift pdfs makes
them less dependent on a spectroscopic calibration sample.

In summary, we have characterized for each code the true
redshift distribution inside each photo-z bin. This is the most
important quantity to be extracted from any photo-z analy-
sis, since it is the starting point for many cosmological stud-
ies such as galaxy clustering and weak lensing. Regarding the
performance in such task, the four codes studied in this sec-
tion show similar spectroscopic redshift distributions for each
photo-z bin, but P (z) codes are able to yield a better recon-
struction of these distributions by adding up the redshift pdfs
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Figure 22. Weighted spectroscopic redshift distributions and their photo-z reconstruction using the four selected codes, for photo-z bins of
width 0.2. The number of spectroscopic galaxies inside each photo-z bin is shown. The DESDM is a single-estimate photo-z code, while TPZ,
SkyNet and BPZ are P (z) codes. This is the reason why the photo-z distributions returned by the latter codes can reconstruct the tails of
the spectroscopic distributions beyond the photo-z bins. The photo-z bins are defined using the best estimate z

phot

for each code, while, for
TPZ, SkyNet and BPZ the recostructed redshift distributions are obtained by stacking the probability density functions for each galaxy.

for each galaxy which makes them somewhat less reliant in the
precise photo-z calibration.

5 DISCUSSION

We now discuss some of the results and implications of the
analyses presented above. First, we consider the results from
di↵erent types of photo-z codes, and afterwards we compare
the main outcomes from this study with previous results in
the literature.

The photo-z codes showing the best performance in the
analysis are all training-based methods. Among them, there
are various codes using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) in
di↵erent ways and configurations (see Section 4.1), and the
similarities and di↵erences between them go beyond the net-

work architecture. DESDM uses hyperbolic tangent activation
functions in the hidden layer while ANNz and SkyNet use a sig-
moid activation function. ANNz2 results are a mean of several
runs where both activations functions are used in the di↵erent
runs. Vanzella et al. (2004) came to the conclusion that the
choice of activation between sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent
functions has little e↵ect on the photo-z performance. SkyNet
was also run with rectified linear units as activation function,
which have been shown to outperform more traditional activa-
tion functions in object classification (Glorot, Bordes & Bengio
2011), but no improvement in the photo-z problem was ob-
served. SkyNet, ANNz and ANNz2 use weight regularization
to avoid over fitting while all the four methods monitor the per-
formance on a validation set to prevent overtraining. DESDM
and ANNz use first-order gradient information while SkyNet
and ANNz2 also use second-order derivative information to
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Figure 21. Full weighted spectroscopic redshift distribution and
its photo-z reconstruction using the four selected codes for Test 1.
TPZ, SkyNet and BPZ produce redshift pdfs for each galaxy, thus
yielding smoother photo-z distributions.

train the network. SkyNet and ANNz2 are the only networks
adding a constraint to the outputs: ANNz2 does this on a
redshift bin per redshift bin basis while SkyNet uses a softmax
transformation in the final layer, adding a constraint on all red-
shift bins simultaneously. In conclusion, the neural networks
with regularization perform better than the un-regularized
DESDM network while the fact that SkyNet uses a softmax
constrained output in combination with a back-propagation
algorithm that uses second order derivative information seems
to give it the edge over the rest of ANNs.

Aside from ANNs, TPZ, which is a state-of-the-art photo-
z code using Prediction Trees and Random Forests, performs
remarkably well in all the tests in this work. The prediction
trees and random forest techniques used by TPZ have the ad-
vantage that they have fewer hyper parameters to be chosen
compared to neural networks. Neural networks have, amongst
others, to choose the amount of hidden layers, the amount of
nodes per hidden layer, the learning rate and at least one reg-
ularization parameter if present. Random forests used in TPZ
have only 2 hyper parameters to choose: the amount of trees
used and the size of the subsample set of features used at each
split. This leaves out the choice of activation function in neural
networks and the choice of the measure of information gain at
each split in random forests, maximizing its performace.

Furthermore, training-based photo-z codes show lower
bias compared to that of template-based codes, which indicates
possible systematic inaccuracies in the template sets. This can
be solved by using adaptive recalibration procedures, which
adjust the zero-point o↵sets in each band using the training
sample. Such technique has been succesfully applied by LeP-

hare in this work, as was also the case in Hildebrandt et al.
(2010).

The photo-z precision values obtained by template-based
methods in this study are all compatible with each other within
10%. BPZ and PhotoZ yield the highest photo-z precision
among the methods of this class. The reason for this is proba-
bly not the template sets they use, which for BPZ is a combi-
nation of Coleman, Wu & Weedman (1980) and Kinney et al.
(1996), and a more complex combination of templates for Pho-
toZ (see 4.1), since other codes include similar libraries. The
fact that they both use Bayesian priors calibrated on DES
data, and not only on previous datasets, can be relevant here,
although this makes the result more dependent on how repre-
sentative the training sample is of the full DES data sample.

In order to set up a context for DES photo-z results, it
is worth checking the performance obtained by previous sim-
ilar surveys. Of particular interest is the comparison to the
CFHTLS and CFHTLenS (which are two di↵erent reductions
of the same survey), photo-z results (Coupon et al. 2009; Hilde-
brandt et al. 2012), due to the similitudes between CFHTLS
and DES in terms of survey specifications. However, it is im-
portant to stress the di↵erences between DES and CFHTLS.
For instance, CFHTLS uses deep u band photometry by de-
fault, although they also test the importance of this band
by computing their photo-z’s without it (Ilbert et al. 2006).
They find a clear degradation in their photo-z precision at
z

spec

< 0.4, compatible with our findings. Another di↵erence
comes from the fact that they do not apply any weighting
technique to their calibration sample, thus leaving room for
discrepancies between their calibration and full samples. In ad-
dition we should point out that their spectroscopic samples for
training/calibration are much larger than the ones used here
by about a factor of 5. Finally, their photometry (S/N' 11
at i

AB

= 24) is deeper than the Main reduction in this pa-
per, being close to our Deep sample (see Fig. 2). In Coupon
et al. (2009), CFHTLS photo-z’s show a precision of about
�

68

' 0.085 (roughly translating their result to the metric used
here) for ugriz photometry in galaxies up to i

AB

< 24. So, de-
spite the di↵erences stated above, their value of the photo-z
precision is at the level of the DES photo-z precision shown
in this paper. Moreover, this level of precision is obtained al-
ready in Test1, which uses slightly shallower photometry and
lacks the u band. Even so, the di↵erences in photo-z precision
obtained by di↵erent algorithms might be relevant here. In
particular, the results reported in Coupon et al. (2009) used a
template-based photo-z code, while the most precise methods
reported in this study come from training-based codes. If we
do the comparison between template-based codes, the results
in this study are close but do not exceed the precision reported
by CFHTLS.

In terms of outlier fraction, Coupon et al. (2009) report
a value for the fraction of galaxies with |�z/(1 + z)| > 0.15
of ⌘ = 10.1%. In order to enable the comparison, since the
metric used in this paper di↵ers from their approach, we have
computed ⌘ for two cases in this study. On the one hand, we
have estimated ⌘ for a template-based photo-z code (BPZ),
trying to make a fair comparison since this is the class of al-
gorithm used in Coupon et al. (2009). In this case, we obtain
⌘ = 10.0%, in perfect agreement with their result. On the
other hand, computing this outlier rate for a template-based
code (DESDM) yields ⌘ = 6.1%, significantly improving the
template-based code result.

We conclude that the overall photo-z results shown in this
paper are within the expectations for DES if we take into ac-
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count the performance reported by previous comparable stud-
ies for a survey of similar characteristics.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Dark Energy Survey succesfully installed DECam during
the second semester of 2012, starting its operations in Novem-
ber 2012 with a Science Verification (SV) period lasting until
February 2013. Among the 150 sq. deg. covered by SV obser-
vations, four di↵erent fields, of about 3 sq. deg. each, over-
lap with areas with substantial spectroscopic coverage such as
VVDS 02hr or COSMOS. Using grizY photometry for galax-
ies matched to the existing spectroscopic data in these four
calibration fields, this paper presents the photometric redshift
performance of the DES survey in the SV period. Most of the
relevant photo-z codes have been used in the analysis.

Since spectroscopic galaxy samples are generally shal-
lower, a weighting technique is used to make the calibration
sample of galaxies to mimic the DES full sample in magni-
tude and color space in order to properly estimate the photo-z
performance in the DES galaxy sample.

Calibration and testing samples have been produced with
two di↵erent depths: Main is the default depth in the DES
survey, and Deep corresponds to the depth in SNe fields. Test
1, which uses the Main training and testing samples, represents
the default case for photo-z estimation in DES. Results from 13
di↵erent codes are analyzed in this case, showing fluctuations
in photo-z performance but a general agreement in codes of the
same type (machine-learning or template fitting algorithms).
In particular, most of the codes analyzed comfortably meet the
DES science requirements in terms of photo-z precision and
several also meet the requirements on the fractions of outliers.

In Test 2 we explore the impact of deeper and higher S/N
photometry in photo-z calculations, showing that all the codes
used improve their results significantly, as expected. In Test 3
we explore the possibilty of using deeper photometry only for
training/calibration of the algorithms. In this case we see no
general improvement, although there is a significant enhance-
ment using specific codes.

In an additional test, we consider the incorporation of the
u band, which is available in DECam but not used in the DES
survey, demonstrating a general improvement in photo-z pre-
cision, particularly at low redshift (< 0.5). This is expected
since the u band is crucial for the filter set to be sensitive
to the Lyman break in low redshift galaxies. However, due to
the high mean redshift of the full DES sample, the impact
of not using that band in the overall photo-z precision is less
important than in previous, shallower surveys such as SDSS.
Moreover, we study the importance of the di↵erent spectro-
scopic data sets used, showing how the sets spanning the whole
photometric space are crucial for training-based methods, and
demonstrated that the results are stable under the removal of
the galaxies with highest weights from the analysis.

Generally, training-based photo-z codes show the best per-
formance in the tests in terms of photo-z precision and bias.
Among them, TPZ, using Prediction Trees and Random For-
est, and SkyNet, a state-of-the-art Artificial Neural Network
application, seem to yield the most accurate results, achiev-
ing a core photometric redshift resolution below �

68

= 0.08.
The fact that these two new codes perform better than oth-
ers extensively used in the literature shows how there is room
for improvement in the photo-z industry. On the other hand,
all template fitting methods employed show consistent results

between them, although the use of Bayesian priors specifically
calibrated on DES data and adaptive template-recalibration
procedures appears to help significantly.

Finally, in the last part of the paper, we choose four photo-
z codes, representing di↵erent techniques and types, and we
present a more detailed analysis of their results. We show some
of the most relevant metrics as a function of redshift and, most
importantly, we study the estimation of the true redshift distri-
butions N(z) computed using photo-z’s . For these four codes,
we obtain the true redshift distributions in six photo-z bins.
Figure 21 shows the DES photo-z capabilities in such crucial
task, and demonstrates the ability to split the DES full sample
in tomographic redshift bins of width 0.2 already with these
early data. Furthermore, the calibration of the true redshift
distribution of a photo-z selection is the most important in-
gredient for cosmological studies involving galaxy clustering or
weak lensing, and it is an important outcome from this paper,
enabling further science analyses.

The photo-z analyses carried out in this work using these
early stage DES data will serve as a benchmark for future
data releases, and as the survey area grows during the observa-
tion period, more spectroscopic data will be available allowing
a better calibration and a better sampling for training algo-
rithms. Therefore these promising early results will do nothing
but improve in the near future, which will allow putting tighter
constrains on several cosmological parameters. Furthermore,
the 5-band optical and near-infrared photometry of DES can
be combined with the infrared J and K

s

photometry provided
by the VHS survey (McMahon et al. 2013) in 90% of the DES
footprint. This should result in improved photometric redshift
estimations, particularly at high redshift (Banerji et al. 2008).
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APPENDIX

A Description of the metrics

Here we describe the metrics used throughout this work. For
each photo-z code and each galaxy we have either the photo-
z estimation and its associated error or a probability density
function P (z). As described in the text, a vector of weights
were computed in order to match the spectroscopic and pho-
tometric samples in multi-color and magnitude space. On each
sample we have a vector ! of weights corresponding to the N

galaxies on each test set, where
P

N

i=1

!

i

= 1. If no weights
are used, the default value !

i

= 1

N

is assigned to each galaxy.
We define the individual bias as �z

i

= z

phot,i

� z

spec,i

and the
statistics used in this work as follows:

(i) mean bias(�z):

�z =

P
!

i

�z

iP
!

i

(3)

(ii) �

�z

:

�

�z

=

 P
!

i

�
�z

i

� �z

�
2

P
!

i

! 1

2

(4)

(iii) median (�z

50

), the median of the �z distribution, fulfilling:

P

50

= P (�z 6 �z

50

) =

Z
�z

50

0

!(�z)d(�z) =
1
2

(5)

(iv) �

68

, half of the width of the distribution, measured with re-
spect to the median, where 68% of the data are enclosed. This
is computed as:

�

68

=
1
2

(P
84

� P

16

) (6)

(v) out
2�

, the fraction of outliers above the 2�

�z

level:

out
2�

=

P
W

iP
!

i

(7)

where,

W

i

=

(
!

i

, if |�z

i

� �z| > 2�

�z

0, if |�z

i

� �z| 6 2�

�z

(vi) out
3�

, the fraction of outliers above the 3�

�z

level:

out
3�

=

P
W

iP
!

i

(8)

where,

W

i

=

(
!

i

, if |�z

i

� �z| > 3�

�z

0, if |�z

i

� �z| 6 3�

�z

(vii) �z

0, the mean of the distribution of �z is normalized by
their estimated errors. Ideally this distribution should resemble
a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance. We
define �z

0
i

= �z

i

/✏

phot,i

where ✏

phot,i

is the computed error of
the photometric redshift for galaxy i. Then:

�z

0 =

P
!

i

�z

0
iP

!

i

(9)

(viii) �

�z

0 :

�

�z

0 =

 P
!

i

�
�z

0
i

� �z

0
�
2

P
!

i

! 1

2

(10)

(ix) N

poisson

, a metric that quantifies how close the distribution of
photometric redshifts N(z

phot

) is to the distribution of spec-
troscopic redshifts N(z

spec

). For each photometric redshift bin
j of width 0.1, we compute the di↵erence of N(z

phot

)�N(z
spec

)
normalized by the Poisson fluctuations on N(z

spec

):

n

poisson,j

=

 
P

z

phot,i ✏ binj

!

i

N �
P

z

spec,i ✏ binj

!

i

N

!

r P
z

spec,i ✏ binj

!

i

N
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Then N

poisson

is computed as the RMS of the previous quan-
tity:

N

poisson

=

 
1

n

bins

nbinsX

j=1

n

2

poisson,j

! 1

2

(11)

(x) KS is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test that quantifies whether
the two redshift distributions (N(z

phot

) and N(z
spec

)) are com-
patible with being drawn from the same parent distribution,
independently of binning. It is defined as the maximum dis-
tance between both empirical cumulative distributions. The
lower this value, the closer are both distributions. The empir-
ical cumulative distribution function is calculated as:

F

spec

(z) =

NP
i=1

⌦
z

spec,i<z

P
!

i

where,

⌦
z

spec,i<z

=

(
!

i

, if z

spec,i

< z

0, otherwise

Similarly, the empirical cumulative distribution function
F

phot

(z) is computed for N(z
phot

). Then the KS statistic is
computed as:

KS = max
z

(|F
phot

(z) � F

spec

(z)|) (12)

For the submissions with a P (z) for each galaxy, these cumu-
lative distributions are computed taking into account the p(z)
distribution for each galaxy.
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Table 6. Results of all the photo-z metrics listed in Appendix A for all the codes analyzed in Test 1. The errors are computed from bootstrap resampling with 100 samples. The weighting
procedure has been applied, together with a cut on the 10% of the galaxies with the highest estimated photo-z errors for each code.

Test 1 �z �z
50

�
68

�
�z

out
2�

out
3�

�z0 �
�z0 N

poisson

KS

DESDM -0.005 ± 0.003 -0.003 ± 0.002 0.094 ± 0.002 0.135 ± 0.005 0.053 ± 0.005 0.018 ± 0.003 -0.047 ± 0.032 1.479 ± 0.052 7.035 ± 0.486 0.056 ± 0.004
ANNz 0.002 ± 0.003 -0.001 ± 0.003 0.086 ± 0.002 0.118 ± 0.004 0.049 ± 0.004 0.015 ± 0.002 0.096 ± 0.046 3.341 ± 0.134 6.355 ± 0.480 0.052 ± 0.005
TPZ -0.001 ± 0.003 0.004 ± 0.002 0.078 ± 0.002 0.122 ± 0.006 0.046 ± 0.004 0.019 ± 0.002 0.019 ± 0.032 1.529 ± 0.063 4.122 ± 0.505 0.044 ± 0.005
RVMz -0.011 ± 0.005 -0.004 ± 0.002 0.116 ± 0.004 0.180 ± 0.008 0.060 ± 0.005 0.023 ± 0.003 -0.084 ± 0.041 1.371 ± 0.098 8.382 ± 0.548 0.083 ± 0.007
NIP-kNNz -0.030 ± 0.005 -0.011 ± 0.002 0.120 ± 0.004 0.197 ± 0.009 0.058 ± 0.005 0.018 ± 0.003 -0.186 ± 0.030 1.116 ± 0.117 3.633 ± 0.482 0.054 ± 0.007
ANNz2 -0.002 ± 0.003 -0.003 ± 0.002 0.089 ± 0.003 0.151 ± 0.009 0.042 ± 0.003 0.021 ± 0.002 0.063 ± 0.071 2.280 ± 0.255 5.381 ± 0.458 0.052 ± 0.004
BPZ -0.022 ± 0.003 -0.021 ± 0.002 0.097 ± 0.003 0.137 ± 0.006 0.049 ± 0.003 0.018 ± 0.002 -0.194 ± 0.032 1.750 ± 0.075 7.919 ± 0.622 0.099 ± 0.008
EAZY -0.061 ± 0.004 -0.063 ± 0.003 0.109 ± 0.003 0.153 ± 0.010 0.035 ± 0.005 0.015 ± 0.002 -0.331 ± 0.074 3.982 ± 0.804 11.148 ± 0.868 0.195 ± 0.009
LePhare 0.002 ± 0.004 -0.007 ± 0.003 0.111 ± 0.003 0.171 ± 0.008 0.047 ± 0.002 0.024 ± 0.002 1.177 ± 0.379 42.883 ± 6.603 6.632 ± 0.444 0.087 ± 0.006
PhotoZ -0.029 ± 0.003 -0.029 ± 0.002 0.097 ± 0.003 0.142 ± 0.006 0.058 ± 0.004 0.017 ± 0.002 -0.268 ± 0.020 1.003 ± 0.030 4.565 ± 0.464 0.080 ± 0.006
TPZ P(z) 0.006 ± 0.003 0.011 ± 0.002 0.078 ± 0.002 0.119 ± 0.006 0.049 ± 0.005 0.018 ± 0.003 0.125 ± 0.030 1.484 ± 0.059 2.607 ± 0.449 0.044 ± 0.006
ArborZ P(z) -0.008 ± 0.004 0.001 ± 0.004 0.128 ± 0.003 0.153 ± 0.005 0.056 ± 0.005 0.016 ± 0.003 -0.028 ± 0.024 0.962 ± 0.025 4.774 ± 0.449 0.064 ± 0.009
ANNz2 P(z) -0.002 ± 0.002 -0.002 ± 0.002 0.085 ± 0.002 0.118 ± 0.004 0.051 ± 0.004 0.016 ± 0.003 -0.004 ± 0.024 1.315 ± 0.042 5.010 ± 0.404 0.045 ± 0.004
SkyNet P(z) -0.001 ± 0.002 0.001 ± 0.002 0.077 ± 0.002 0.104 ± 0.003 0.072 ± 0.006 0.015 ± 0.002 -0.006 ± 0.014 0.829 ± 0.027 4.091 ± 0.404 0.052 ± 0.005
BPZ P(z) -0.025 ± 0.003 -0.025 ± 0.003 0.101 ± 0.002 0.132 ± 0.006 0.046 ± 0.004 0.014 ± 0.002 -0.224 ± 0.033 1.750 ± 0.080 5.776 ± 0.948 0.098 ± 0.007
ZEBRA P(z) -0.050 ± 0.005 -0.030 ± 0.002 0.109 ± 0.004 0.177 ± 0.012 0.043 ± 0.006 0.018 ± 0.002 -0.383 ± 0.047 1.906 ± 0.166 6.692 ± 0.550 0.112 ± 0.008
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Table 7. Results of all the photo-z metrics for all the codes analyzed in Test 2. The errors are computed from bootstrap resampling with 100 samples. The weighting procedure has been
applied, together with a cut on the 10% of the galaxies with the highest estimated photo-z errors for each code.

Test 2 �z �z
50

�
68

�
�z

out
2�

out
3�

�z0 �
�z0 N

poisson

KS

DESDM 0.001 ± 0.003 -0.002 ± 0.002 0.087 ± 0.003 0.123 ± 0.005 0.052 ± 0.006 0.016 ± 0.003 0.008 ± 0.041 1.648 ± 0.059 8.822 ± 0.716 0.058 ± 0.008
ANNz -0.001 ± 0.003 -0.003 ± 0.002 0.075 ± 0.002 0.105 ± 0.007 0.043 ± 0.006 0.013 ± 0.002 0.013 ± 0.062 3.228 ± 0.099 7.692 ± 0.679 0.057 ± 0.006
TPZ 0.005 ± 0.003 0.004 ± 0.002 0.066 ± 0.002 0.101 ± 0.005 0.042 ± 0.004 0.022 ± 0.003 0.091 ± 0.042 1.637 ± 0.099 4.123 ± 0.483 0.045 ± 0.007
RVMz -0.008 ± 0.005 -0.005 ± 0.003 0.110 ± 0.004 0.168 ± 0.008 0.063 ± 0.006 0.016 ± 0.002 -0.043 ± 0.041 1.283 ± 0.144 10.166 ± 0.750 0.079 ± 0.008
NIP-kNNz -0.030 ± 0.005 -0.013 ± 0.003 0.107 ± 0.005 0.169 ± 0.009 0.060 ± 0.005 0.021 ± 0.003 -0.291 ± 0.076 2.040 ± 0.429 4.463 ± 0.652 0.054 ± 0.007
ANNz2 0.001 ± 0.005 -0.005 ± 0.002 0.083 ± 0.003 0.140 ± 0.010 0.048 ± 0.007 0.017 ± 0.002 0.094 ± 0.080 2.784 ± 0.459 7.737 ± 0.701 0.051 ± 0.006
BPZ -0.009 ± 0.004 -0.015 ± 0.002 0.096 ± 0.003 0.143 ± 0.007 0.054 ± 0.005 0.017 ± 0.002 0.044 ± 0.062 2.400 ± 0.160 8.205 ± 0.750 0.053 ± 0.005
EAZY -0.071 ± 0.004 -0.069 ± 0.003 0.094 ± 0.003 0.155 ± 0.010 0.048 ± 0.005 0.020 ± 0.003 -0.650 ± 0.171 12.351 ± 3.233 11.076 ± 0.839 0.210 ± 0.010
LePhare 0.019 ± 0.005 -0.008 ± 0.002 0.099 ± 0.003 0.183 ± 0.010 0.053 ± 0.004 0.028 ± 0.004 2.099 ± 0.994 120.100 ± 19.658 7.509 ± 1.169 0.071 ± 0.007
PhotoZ -0.019 ± 0.004 -0.029 ± 0.003 0.093 ± 0.003 0.147 ± 0.007 0.053 ± 0.005 0.022 ± 0.004 1.514 ± 0.829 39.656 ± 10.272 4.932 ± 0.601 0.054 ± 0.007
TPZ P(z) 0.011 ± 0.002 0.011 ± 0.002 0.067 ± 0.003 0.099 ± 0.004 0.042 ± 0.005 0.021 ± 0.003 0.210 ± 0.038 1.576 ± 0.090 3.702 ± 0.451 0.051 ± 0.006
ArborZ P(z) -0.003 ± 0.003 0.001 ± 0.002 0.096 ± 0.003 0.119 ± 0.006 0.055 ± 0.006 0.010 ± 0.002 -0.017 ± 0.023 0.907 ± 0.043 5.470 ± 0.499 0.055 ± 0.004
ANNz2 P(z) -0.003 ± 0.003 -0.003 ± 0.002 0.076 ± 0.002 0.110 ± 0.007 0.053 ± 0.008 0.013 ± 0.004 -0.032 ± 0.041 1.570 ± 0.081 6.682 ± 0.464 0.050 ± 0.005
SkyNet P(z) 0.004 ± 0.003 -0.002 ± 0.002 0.064 ± 0.002 0.110 ± 0.008 0.047 ± 0.006 0.016 ± 0.004 0.017 ± 0.035 1.200 ± 0.092 9.807 ± 0.709 0.079 ± 0.006
BPZ P(z) -0.009 ± 0.005 -0.019 ± 0.002 0.097 ± 0.003 0.146 ± 0.008 0.048 ± 0.004 0.019 ± 0.003 -0.020 ± 0.067 2.463 ± 0.234 6.169 ± 0.888 0.058 ± 0.007
ZEBRA P(z) -0.027 ± 0.005 -0.019 ± 0.003 0.103 ± 0.003 0.163 ± 0.008 0.054 ± 0.005 0.016 ± 0.003 -0.292 ± 0.075 4.247 ± 0.649 8.400 ± 1.427 0.071 ± 0.007
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Table 8. Results of all the photo-z metrics for all the codes analyzed in Test 3. The errors are computed from bootstrap resampling with 100 samples. The weighting procedure has been
applied, together with a cut on the 10% of the galaxies with the largest estimated photo-z errors for each code.

Test 3 �z �z
50

�
68

�
�z

out
2�

out
3�

�z0 �
�z0 N

poisson

KS

DESDM -0.010 ± 0.003 -0.010 ± 0.002 0.091 ± 0.002 0.127 ± 0.004 0.052 ± 0.005 0.015 ± 0.002 -0.111 ± 0.027 1.421 ± 0.047 6.819 ± 0.523 0.076 ± 0.006
ANNz -0.006 ± 0.002 -0.009 ± 0.002 0.085 ± 0.002 0.114 ± 0.003 0.044 ± 0.004 0.017 ± 0.003 -0.063 ± 0.036 2.664 ± 0.078 7.867 ± 0.556 0.096 ± 0.007
TPZ -0.004 ± 0.003 -0.001 ± 0.002 0.076 ± 0.002 0.124 ± 0.006 0.048 ± 0.004 0.021 ± 0.003 -0.047 ± 0.040 1.770 ± 0.067 3.812 ± 0.837 0.038 ± 0.005
RVMz -0.033 ± 0.005 -0.016 ± 0.003 0.118 ± 0.005 0.177 ± 0.009 0.050 ± 0.004 0.019 ± 0.003 -0.186 ± 0.029 1.044 ± 0.059 8.100 ± 0.594 0.088 ± 0.008
NIP-kNNz -0.039 ± 0.005 -0.011 ± 0.003 0.115 ± 0.004 0.191 ± 0.009 0.053 ± 0.004 0.020 ± 0.002 -0.270 ± 0.047 1.889 ± 0.516 3.921 ± 0.372 0.068 ± 0.007
ANNz2 -0.014 ± 0.004 -0.012 ± 0.002 0.101 ± 0.004 0.144 ± 0.005 0.056 ± 0.004 0.019 ± 0.003 -0.087 ± 0.063 2.668 ± 0.203 6.517 ± 0.514 0.071 ± 0.007
BPZ -0.021 ± 0.003 -0.021 ± 0.002 0.098 ± 0.003 0.138 ± 0.006 0.049 ± 0.004 0.018 ± 0.002 -0.182 ± 0.032 1.759 ± 0.073 7.895 ± 0.626 0.096 ± 0.008
LePhare 0.004 ± 0.004 -0.008 ± 0.003 0.111 ± 0.003 0.170 ± 0.007 0.047 ± 0.003 0.024 ± 0.002 1.599 ± 0.429 50.489 ± 6.968 6.371 ± 0.433 0.089 ± 0.006
PhotoZ -0.031 ± 0.003 -0.032 ± 0.002 0.097 ± 0.003 0.140 ± 0.006 0.057 ± 0.004 0.017 ± 0.002 -0.294 ± 0.020 1.003 ± 0.029 4.992 ± 0.514 0.088 ± 0.007
TPZ P(z) 0.002 ± 0.003 0.006 ± 0.002 0.076 ± 0.002 0.119 ± 0.006 0.049 ± 0.005 0.020 ± 0.003 0.082 ± 0.038 1.740 ± 0.071 3.321 ± 0.366 0.030 ± 0.004
ArborZ P(z) -0.016 ± 0.003 -0.011 ± 0.003 0.105 ± 0.002 0.128 ± 0.005 0.053 ± 0.004 0.011 ± 0.002 -0.112 ± 0.023 0.953 ± 0.030 4.958 ± 0.380 0.081 ± 0.006
ANNz2 P(z) -0.025 ± 0.004 -0.015 ± 0.002 0.088 ± 0.003 0.128 ± 0.007 0.049 ± 0.004 0.018 ± 0.003 -4.557 ± 0.712 26.898 ± 2.972 7.402 ± 0.541 0.098 ± 0.008
SkyNet P(z) 0.007 ± 0.004 0.007 ± 0.003 0.088 ± 0.002 0.129 ± 0.006 0.068 ± 0.005 0.023 ± 0.003 0.071 ± 0.025 0.980 ± 0.039 8.149 ± 0.865 0.093 ± 0.006
BPZ P(z) -0.024 ± 0.003 -0.024 ± 0.003 0.101 ± 0.002 0.130 ± 0.006 0.046 ± 0.004 0.014 ± 0.002 -0.211 ± 0.033 1.734 ± 0.079 5.325 ± 0.503 0.096 ± 0.007
ZEBRA P(z) -0.050 ± 0.005 -0.030 ± 0.002 0.109 ± 0.004 0.177 ± 0.012 0.043 ± 0.006 0.018 ± 0.002 -0.383 ± 0.047 1.906 ± 0.166 6.692 ± 0.550 0.112 ± 0.008
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